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FOR GOOD MEASURE
Radio Examines Nielsen

Facing heavy criticism last summer, Nielsen addressed concerns over the reliabil-
ity of PPM after more than 600 broadcasters began using the third party Voltair 
processor to overcome what they saw as PPM encoding defi ciencies. To its credit, 

Nielsen recognized the gravity of the situation and attempted to improve its technol-
ogy. More recently, concerns over PPM methodology have dogged the company, thanks 
in part to a series of penetrating articles from media strategist and researcher Mark 
Ramsey on Nielsen allowing up to 16 meters in a single household. In the middle of it 
all, two notable independent broadcasters stopped subscribing to PPM, not to mention 
another operating in a diary market.

While it’s too early to tell if radio is coming to a crossroads with Nielsen, there’s a 
sense broadcasters are warming to the idea. With revenues declining, managers are 
beginning to ask just how much bang they’re getting for their Nielsen buck, what 
their other options are now and what they might look like in the future.

DECISION BAKING
Norfolk became the fi rst PPM-measured market 

without a subscribing Country station this summer, 
and not because there aren’t any. Sinclair’s WUSH

stopped subscribing in June 2014 
and Max’s WGH followed suit 
this July. When both stations last 
subscribed they represented a 
combined 10.6 share and cume 
of more than a half-million. 
Because those decisions were 
made cluster-wide, almost half 
of Norfolk’s 21 stations do not 
subscribe to Nielsen.

The idea had been kicked 
around at Max/Norfolk for most of VP/GM Dave 
Paulus’ six-year tenure, but picked up steam at the end 
of their latest Nielsen contract. 
Months were spent consulting 
managers who were either con-
sidering dropping the service or 
had already done so. “I didn’t 
run into a lot of people who had 
given it up and wished they had 
it back,” he says.

One manager who opted 
out was Dick Broadcasting/
Greensboro (#46) VP/GM 
Dick Harlow, who in January became the only PPM 
subscriber to date to drop Nielsen and sign on instead 
with Eastlan. The company owns just two stations, Top 
40 WKZL and Classic Rock WKRR, and couldn’t justify 
the expense. “The fees we were paying Nielsen were 

the same as when the market was seeing seven, eight 
and 10% growth, not a three, seven and 9% loss. So 
I asked them, ‘While we’re cutting expenses like any 
business would do, why would 
yours continue to go up?’” 
Nielsen eventually coun-
tered, but it wasn’t enough 
to sell Harlow. “There was an 
enticement to renew, but the 
contract grew in subsequent 
years to where you were back 
at the same number you were 
starting with.”

Paulus’ decision not to 
renew, like Harlow’s, was largely guided by return on 
investment, as illustrated by his well-publicized letter 
to clients explaining the change. Reaction so far, he 
says, has been positive. “Everybody seems to get it,” 
Paulus contends. “A lot of the clients and sellers know 
it’s going to make their lives a little bit more challeng-
ing, but everybody understands these are questions 
companies are asking themselves all over the country, 
especially smaller ones like ours.”

Adams Radio, which owns 19 full-power stations in 
four markets and fi ve FM translators, is among them. 
Four of the signals are in Las Cruces, NM (#213), 
where a Fall 2015 diary anomaly with Adams’ market-
leading Country KGRT prompted CEO Ron Stone to 
let his contract run out. “KGRT has always been No. 
1 or No. 2 in the market,” he explains. “We suddenly 
lost 80% of our women [25-54] with that book.” Stone 
called his Nielsen rep. “I didn’t even want to get into 
it about methodology,” he continues. “I just wanted to 

talk about the fact that it’s not even possible for KGRT 
– which had changed nothing at all from one book 
to another – to have that dramatic of a drop in our 
female numbers.” 

Women were back in the next book and “stronger 
than ever before” Stone says, but he’d made up his 
mind to not renew. “It still shows how unreliable it is 
from book to book,” he argues. “Those kinds of dra-
matic swings reduce their credibility to zero. And not 
just in our eyes, in the eyes of people who are using it 
to buy advertising.”

Adams was joined in the move by its four-station 
crosstown competitor Bravo Mic, which left the mar-
ket with no Nielsen subscribers. “We talked about it, 
had Eastlan come in and present to us both and it just 
made sense,” Stone says. By August, both clusters were 
Eastlan subscribers.

The same is likely to happen when contracts are up 
in Fort Wayne (#114), where Adams is the last remain-
ing Nielsen subscriber, and in Salisbury-Ocean City, MD 
(#138). That possibility, Stone says, is based as much 
on how he perceives Nielsen’s reliability as its cost. “We 
pay $180,000 a year to have Nielsen numbers in Fort 
Wayne,” he says. “In Las Cruces we were paying $83,000 
a year and Bravo Mic was paying something similar. So 
between both companies in Las Cruces, they were get-
ting about the same price they get from just us in Fort 
Wayne. But the sample size from Fort Wayne to Las 
Cruces isn’t incredibly different, if at all.”

ADJUSTMENT NEEDED
Reasoning aside, dropping Nielsen isn’t without 

repercussions, especially in sales, and Dick Harlow did 
what he could ahead of time to minimize the fallout. 
His stations signed up with Eastlan a few months 
before their Nielsen contract expired, which allowed 
sellers to examine the data and methodology of each 
service with their clients. Local-direct customers 
were generally indifferent about the change, Harlow 
says, but reaction from agencies was mixed. Some 
were very clear in that they placed schedules based 
on Nielsen data exclusively. “And we said, ‘Fine,’” he 
recalls. “We’ll price our product at what we consider 
to be fair prices, and if you agree you can place an 
order. If you don’t, maybe we miss you.’ But so far it 
just hasn’t adversely affected us.”

Leaving Nielsen in diary locales can be easier since 
smaller markets tend to be less reliant on agency-
placed national business. “We had conversations 
with our national rep fi rms and were told that from 
a national revenue perspective it would not impact 
us,” Stone explains of Adams/Las Cruces’ departure. 
“Worst-case was that Las Cruces would become what 
they consider to be a ‘cost-per-spot’ market and we re-
ally wouldn’t see a decrease in national business.”

All operators and markets aren’t created equal, 

Dave Paulus

Dick Harlow

Ron Stone
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however. One small-market sales manager at a six-
station conglomerate-owned cluster estimates 15% or 
more of her group’s annual revenue – placed mostly 
by national agencies outside the market – would be at 
serious risk if they were to drop Nielsen. “We would 
have to make up for it with local-direct business or 
through other revenue streams,” she says.

Retaining national business is the biggest chal-
lenge when dropping Nielsen, in part because buyers 
tend to purchase a market’s strongest two or three 
stations as defi ned by a Nielsen ranker. And like it or 
not, the seller’s best tool for overcoming a marginal 
disadvantage in a ranker is Nielsen’s qualitative 
data. But that’s not easy today, even for a subscriber, 
because buyers on the whole are operating with 
smaller staffs and dealing with two and three times 
the workload compared to days past. “So the likeli-
hood of a buyer looking at a massive qualitative story 
about why a station works better for a client at a 0.6 
than a station at a 0.7 is just not as likely,” Paulus ex-
plains. “They need to move quickly.” In other words, 
national buys are increasingly taking the path of least 
resistance, and not having Nielsen’s data locally most 
often equals resistance.

Harlow concedes adjustments are required to sell 
without Nielsen, but he’s not worried. While data help 
paint a picture of how valuable a station’s audience 
is, so does growing a client’s business. A few weeks 

ago in Greensboro, a small 
WKRR advertiser emailed their 
rep to say 14 people had come 
in and referenced their radio 
campaign. “So we provided all 
our sellers with that email and 
said, ‘Hey, when somebody tells 
you our share in the most recent 
monthly is off by two-tenths of a 
point, show ‘em this email and 
tell ‘em to shut up.’”

And how is life without Nielsen in programming? 
“It’s freeing in that I don’t have to worry about 
seeing them,” quips WGH PD Mark McKay about 
the monthlies. “And I don’t know that anyone on 
our airstaff has felt any great sense of loss. Truth be 
told, I’d usually run through the numbers when they 
came and say, ‘Here are the highlights, here are the 
lowlights. Go do good radio.’”

The decision hasn’t changed McKay’s approach, 
at least not yet. “It does make me wonder how many 
incorrect decisions were made based on data that 
might not be reliable,” he says, something McKay 
ponders not just for WGH, but for the industry as a 
whole. “I have told staff they have to be more ame-
nable to collaborating with sales since that’s who will 
be affected most.”

STATION ALTERNATIVE
Like Stone and Harlow, radio broadcasters search-

ing for another ratings vendor often end up at 
Eastlan. The company launched in 1999 with a focus 
on serving small and unrated markets and operates 
in almost 100 today. Harlow’s decision in Greensboro 
to contract Eastlan has brought new attention to the 
comparatively modest enterprise. “Does one customer 
and some noise signify a movement? I think it’s too 

soon to tell,” Eastlan CEO Mike 
Gould observes, noting that in 
recent years it’s become increas-
ingly diffi cult for broadcasters 
to fi nd meaningful ways to 
save money that don’t involve 
reductions in staff. “That means 
you have to look through your 
vendors. Ratings is a place now, 
perhaps for the fi rst time in 

larger markets, where many broadcasters will look. 
Small markets have been doing that all along and 
that’s why Eastlan exists.” Eastlan’s low profi le 
means not everyone is familiar with its methodology. 
Some assume it uses an approach similar to Nielsen’s 
diary, but Gould notes some key differences. Among 
them are signifi cantly larger sample sizes, a one-sur-
vey-per-household rule and less reliance on weight-
ing since the company is able to monitor completed 
samples daily. While Nielsen may not know a sample 
is defi cient for weeks, the argument goes, Eastlan can 
identify a problem and redouble its effort almost im-
mediately to meet its goal. The data itself is gathered 
through a combination of telephone interviews and 
what Gould characterizes as an “e-diary,” basically an 
email that invites people to detail their radio listen-
ing over a 24-hour period – not weekly. “Nationally 
about 50% is done by phone and about 50% is done 
electronically,” Gould says.

Dick Broadcasting/Greensboro OM Jason Good-
man likes what he’s seen from Eastlan so far. “They 
survey around 2,500 people over three months, but 

every week they’re rotating out three to four hun-
dred,” Goodman explains, something he says would 
have been useful when a competitor experienced a 
questionable ratings spike a few years ago. “The AC 
station suddenly pulled a 50 share with Women 18-24 
where they normally pull single shares. Nielsen told 
me there were a couple families that had listeners in 
the demo with very high exposure to that station.” 

Goodman says the anomaly 
lasted for six months before 
suddenly dropping to zero, not-
ing, “If they had been rotating 
people off the panel weekly, that 
would’ve trended out quickly.”

Eastlan costs considerably 
less than its larger competi-
tor as well. Harlow doesn’t 
disclose what his company is 
paying, but estimates savings of 

60%. Stone puts his as high as 75% for Adams/Las 
Cruces and its competitor. “Each customer arrives 
taking a different path,” Gould says. “I do know that 
if the price of Nielsen and Eastlan were the same, 
we wouldn’t be around today. The fact that we cost 
signifi cantly less in most cases is why we’re able to at 
least engage the dialogue.”

Paulus explored the Eastlan option, but decided 
to go without ratings for the time being. “We want to 
see how it feels for the next 60 or 90 days without any-
thing,” he says. “We’ll probably have some moments 
where we won’t have the knowledge that maybe some 
others will, but we’ll hope everyone treats us fairly and 
we’ll treat them fairly in return.”

BIG BOX DATA
Radio ratings have largely revolved around three 

basic metrics for the better part of 60 years: what sta-
tion is being listened to, for how long and by whom 
(basic demographics). For most of that time, that’s 
all anyone was capable of knowing. Advertisers were 

compelled to buy the station most capable of reach-
ing the largest number of potential customers and 
to patiently wait for any hint of increased business. 
Today, that’s changing. 

Advertisers increasingly seek precision in assessing 
their campaigns. Moreover, they’re intrigued by the 
idea of pinpointing potential customers’ personal 
interests, income, favorite products, preferred leisure 
activities and even predicting things like when they’re 
about to buy a new car or have a baby. Ever see a deluge 
of Facebook ads with pictures of that gas grill you were 
searching the internet for the night before? For better 
or worse, pressure is building on radio to catch up.

Enter the partnership last month between iHeartMe-
dia, Cumulus, Entercom, Cox and Sun with Shazam for a 
“groundbreaking new audience measurement solution.” 
The vague announcement led some to speculate that it 
was an offensive against Nielsen, but Cumulus/Westwood 
One Chief Insights Offi cer Pierre Bouvard says not so 
fast. “Twenty years ago a guy named Bill Harvey, a genius, 
said the cable set top box would al-
low us to extract second-by-second 
tuning data with massive sample 
sizes, and then we’ll be able to 
match it to things like purchase 
databases for targeting and mea-
surement like we’d never done 
before,” he explains. “Everybody 
thought he was crazy, but here we 
are 20 years later and people are 
mining TV set top data from com-
panies like Charter and TiVo. These are very big samples 
that really help in fi nding the right audience for what 
you’re selling.” And radio’s set top box, Bouvard says, is 
the smartphone. That’s what the broadcast partnership 
with Shazam is all about. “From there you start to explore 
who has apps on it to try to create big samples of audio 

exposure,” he adds. Naturally, Shazam, iHeartRadio and 
NextRadio are good places to start.

Bouvard formerly worked at TiVo and points to 
the more than two million households of set top data 
the company has on its users as an example of what 
radio could do. His example is a large insurance 
company that keeps a data log detailing when people 
call in to get quotes on premiums. Comparing that 
data with TiVo’s tuning data helps the insurance 
company understand the kinds of campaigns, chan-
nels and programming that work best in prompting 
those calls. “It’s amazing what you can do when you 
get a couple million of anything,” Bouvard says. “So 
things like Shazam and NextRadio give us the advan-
tage of bigger sample sizes. Not to replace Nielsen, 
but to better answer advertiser questions about 
targeting and about measurement.”

The aims of the Shazam partnership and Nielsen’s 
radio ratings are complementary, Bouvard contends, 
something Nielsen CEO Mitch Barns seems to agree 
with. In an article written last year for the technol-
ogy and media website Re/Code, Barns argued that 
“gathering truly comprehensive data will involve 
negotiating with multiple owners who will share 
their data only with those they trust to keep it safe 
and use it impartially. Independent data, always an 
important element when fi nancial decisions are 
on the line, will be more vital than ever.” In other 
words, Nielsen data – ratings included – will remain 
an important player in what’s becoming a far bigger, 
if not different, game.

And it’s a game Nielsen is already playing. As the 
company was rolling out PPM in 2009, it partnered 
with consumer information and analytics company 
Catalina Marketing in a 50/50 joint venture now 
known as Nielsen Catalina. Its mission? “To help mar-
keters and media companies measure and improve 
advertising performance by accurately linking what 
consumers watch, see or hear (whether on television, 
the web, in print, or on the radio) with what they buy.”

Bouvard won’t predict a timeline for when the 
Shazam partnership will produce a working model or 
even what it will look like. “It’s hard to tell because 
with every new technology there’s crawl, walk and 
run,” he says. “And it depends on what we want it to 
do. But it’s brought attention to radio because every 
advertiser wants to know about cool, innovative things 
you’re doing to help their business and to quantify the 
medium’s impact.”

THE PRESENT
For now, it’s about living with or without Nielsen 

ratings. And because no two situations are alike, due 
diligence is important for those considering a change. 
While Dick Broadcasting owns the only two stations in 
the market that don’t subscribe, they also happen to be 
among its top performers. “It’d have been more diffi cult 
to leave if I was managing a cluster of four or fi ve stations 
because I would have a tough time building a story about 
stations four, fi ve and six without the data,” Harlow says. 

Paulus and Stone had their own advantages. Pau-
lus was able to watch his competitors operate without 
Nielsen for two years before leaving the fold himself. 
And with non-subscribers now constituting almost 
half of the market, the benefi ts of being a Nielsen 
subscriber are arguably reduced. For Stone, the fact 
that Adams and Bravo Mic were the last Nielsen 
subscribers in Las Cruces undoubtedly made their 
decisions to leave easier.

The bottom line is that dropping ratings or switch-
ing vendors shouldn’t be rushed. “Catch your breath 
and just make it a business decision,” Paulus counsels. 
“Looks at pros and cons, your expenditure, your 
return on that expenditure and your market realities. 
Then ask, ‘Does this expense level allow me to be a 
better radio group?’ I certainly respect the people 
who say it does. We decided it didn’t.”               CAC

Country Aircheck’s re-
quest for an interview was 
declined. Nielsen instead 
provided this statement:

Audio is a vital medium that 
delivers a large and valuable audi-
ence for advertisers. In fact, our 
data confi rms radio’s strength as 
the leading weekly reach medium. 

Nielsen provides the audio 
industry with best in class mea-

surement that facilitates billions 
of dollars in advertising sales. 
Nielsen’s ratings are the industry’s 
trading currency and they are 
widely used by buyers and sellers 
to transact with confi dence.

 We remain strongly committed 
to both diary and PPM measure-
ment. When it comes to the diary 
service, we place a priority on 
investments that help assure 

that our samples represent the 
market. On the PPM side, recent 
enhancements in PPM encoding 
technology have improved our 
ability to detect audio exposure in 
more challenging acoustic condi-
tions. We are always focused 
on advancing our measurement 
techniques that will allow us to 
continue to deliver high quality 
radio ratings and insights.

We believe in the power of 
Audio. Radio has tremendous 
reach, it’s highly local and deliv-
ers a consistently strong return 
for customers.

GOOD MEASURES

says...

Mike Gould

Pierre Bouvard

Mark McKay

Jason Goodman





MARKET FORCE IS
Corporate-level radio shakeups, acquisitions and mergers have 

earned headlines throughout the last decade. In 2006 it was 
Clear Channel going private, Cumulus buying Susquehanna 
and Citadel grabbing Disney. CBS Radio also sold stations in 
10 markets. The next year, Clear Channel sold 400 of its stations 
and Cumulus went the private route.
 Public sector upheaval saw stock prices falling in multiple 
years. Cumulus’s 2011 purchase of Citadel could be viewed as a 
precursor to poor showings on Wall Street and the 2015 manage-
ment transition from Lew and John Dickey to current CEO Mary 
Berner. Our coverage came full-circle earlier this year with an 
in-depth look at the 20th anniversary of the Telecom Act of 1996. 
An excerpt:

Retired U.S. Senator Larry Pressler (R-SD) authored 
the l996 law and the original signed copies hang on 
the wall of his Washington office. Despite appearances, 
the prospect of excessive consolidation loomed large 
as the legislation was being crafted. “I was afraid of too 
much consolidation,” Pressler recalls. “People suggest-
ed that would be addressed with antitrust enforcement, 
but no recent president of either party has enforced 
antitrust laws. That’s part of the problem. It’s not the 
Telecom Bill.”

Inadequate antitrust enforcement, Pressler says, can 
be laid at the feet of special interests. “It’s the power of 
big business and big labor,” he argues. “[Communica-
tions Workers of America] were as equally greedy as any 
of the companies were. So I’ve got a bad fl avor in my 
mouth that we’ve allowed so much consolidation.”

Pressler believes the positive aspects of Telecom far 
outweigh the negatives. “I’m pretty satisfi ed,” he con-
tends. “I did the best I could and I think it’s a great piece 
of legislation. It divided up the pie in ways it hadn’t 
been before and let more people get more pieces of it.” 
Pressler is not bothered by criticism that the law gave too 
many breaks to big companies. “It takes a big company 
to put up a satellite or lay fi ber optic cable to India,” he 
explains, both of which have been aided by the relaxed 
regulations in the law. “We tried to create a whole host of 
opportunities for other businesses.”

LOVE STORY
When Big Machine’s Scott Borchetta offered two empty upstairs 

offi ces to the early coffee shop-based Country Aircheck, we didn’t 
know we’d occasionally bump into a teenage nobody named 
Taylor Swift. A good bit of ink was devoted to her rise over those 
fi rst several years, as in the excerpt from 2009 below. Of course 
her departure from Country for world domination as a pop star is 
a bittersweet end to the tale. All she had to do was stay.

Three years ago, Twitter was something a bird did, 
Barack Obama was a ridiculous long shot and Taylor 
Swift was a relative unknown. One of them, certainly, 
has become the internationally renowned face of a na-
tion ... and that Barack guy’s done okay, too.

Swift’s rise from a Hendersonville High School desk to 
the top of the entertainment world may be the most im-
probable success story in the history of country music. Im-
probable, except to those who’ve seen it up close and, most 

signifi cantly, had the pleasure of getting to know Taylor. 
Becoming the best-selling all-genre recording artist, 

launching a widely acclaimed headlining tour, host-
ing Saturday Night Live, taking her show to Europe and 
Australia, and lining several shelves with awards are astound-
ing accomplishments. But they pale in comparison to – and 
perhaps owe part of their existence to – the uncanny focus, 
maturity and grace exhibited by a woman who this month 
celebrates her twentieth birthday.

The trail of warm personal interactions she’s left 
behind and her continuing gratitude toward Country 
radio and all who have supported her reveal a level of 
understanding beyond expectations. Can Taylor sustain 
this kind of growth? Not likely. About as unlikely as the 
idea of that kid doodling lyrics in a school notebook sign-
ing a record deal, releasing a single and three years later 
becoming CMA Entertainer of the Year.

DAYS OF 
  YOUR LIVES

10 Years 
Telling 
Your Stories

Encapsulating a decade in a few pages may be a fool’s 
errand, but we’ve been called worse. Here’s a look at some 
of the biggest news and happenings over the past 10 years.

Sign Of The Times: 
President Bill Clinton (l) electronically signs The 
Telecommunications Act of 1996 
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DAYS OF 
  YOUR LIVES

CHANGE AGENTS
Transitions have been a constant over the past 10 years. Sony 

and the RCA Label Group merged and KZLA left Los Angeles 
without Country radio in our fi rst year. The next year, KKGO/
Los Angeles signed on as we reported the continuing slide of 
CD sales. Sirius and XM merged (2009), as did big names into 
country: Jessica Simpson, Kid Rock, Kevin Costner and Darius 
Rucker among them. In 2009, CRS turned 40 and the Class of 

‘89 turned 20. Sony’s Joe Galante and WSIX/Nashville morning 
fi xture Gerry House moved on and Lyric Street Records shut its 
doors (2010). We also chronicled the increasing role of managers 
in multiple facets of artist careers (2011):

Not only is the concept of dedicating a management 
staffer to radio not new, it’s being employed more 
frequently. The reasons behind the shift are numerous, 
including the continuing decline of the record company 
as a center of power. At the same time, label promotion 
teams still take the lead with music, which can make 
navigating the artist-manager-label dynamic tricky.

Also in 2011, Clear Channel launched the iHeartRadio Mu-
sic Festival, Pandora and other digital challengers reared up at 
radio and Sugarland’s stage collapsed in Indianapolis. More 
programmers with pop backgrounds transitioned to Country, as 
chronicled in a 2012 issue.

KKWF/Seattle’s Mike Preston: I heard, “You can’t 
spin records that hot.” Wrong. You can. Or, “People 
won’t accept the energy or the intensity of what you’re 
doing.” Wrong on that, too. 

The rise of social media also drew attention (2012) in “The 
Social Media Emperor’s New Clothes.”

In a new twist on the old “How many licks does it take 
to get to the center” question, businesses are starting to 
ask themselves how many tweets it takes to make dollar-
one in the social media space. (Hint: The necessary 
calculations might have tied Einstein in knots.)

Radio stations, artists, managers and anyone else with 

an established business at some point needs to know 
if there’s a Tootsie Roll of cash at the center of those 
new hires, third-party vendors, dollars, hours and hype. 
Don’t they?

For a moment in 2012, A&R looked like it had moved en-
tirely into a function of television with The Voice, American 
Idol and other shows spawning scores of new artists – not to 
mention raising the profi les for established country performers. 
That same year, Universal acquired EMI and brought Capitol 
and EMI Nashville, as well as honcho Mike Dungan, under 
the same roof as MCA and Mercury. 

iHeartMedia anointed Bobby Bones and Cumulus added 
America’s Morning Show as national programming through 
all dayparts dramatically changed Country radio (2013). The 
latter bowed on WNSH, which brought Country back to New 
York after an 11-year absence. Nash Icon heralded a shift in 
Classic Country and a new take on the current/gold hybrid that 
continues to be felt today.

Through it all, we chronicled life’s fi nal transition. George 
Jones, Merle Haggard, Jack Lameier and Rusty Walker are just 
a few of the luminaries who will never leave our hearts.

SALAD DAYS
Two months before Consultant Keith Hill’s infamous “the 

tomatoes of our salad are the females” comment in Country 
Aircheck Weekly touched off a media fi restorm, our CRS issue 
featured arguably the most in-depth analysis of women in coun-
try ever conducted.

Country Aircheck dives deep into the numbers, 
speaking with scores of radio and music professionals in 
pursuit of clarity. Capping the effort is this roundtable 
discussion with a record executive, program director, 
artist and songwriter. Little Big Town’s Karen Fairchild, 
songwriter Natalie Hemby (“White Liar,” “Pontoon,” 

“Drinks After Work”), WSIX/Nashville’s Michael Bryan
and BBR Music Group EVP Jon Loba (pictured) offered 
thoughtful perspective, shared a few laughs and came to 
agreement on more than a few points.

Is gender disparity something we need to fi x? If so, how?
MB: I don’t think we do it for the sake of diversity. We 
do it for the sake of great music. 
NH: I totally agree with you.
KF: I totally agree with you, too.
MB: Would it be great if it was a 50/50 balance between 
male and female? Awesome, but the marketplace has 
said that’s not the case yet. And if the songs are great, it 
will be.
KF: The fi rst order of business is fi nding these artists; 
they’re out there somewhere. The next is getting radio 
to push through on people like Kacey [Musgraves]. It 
might take a little bit longer to get a female all the way 
up the charts and it might not research, but maybe we 
could just go with our gut a little longer sometimes. En-
courage young women songwriters to write their heart 
and stop putting boundaries on themselves. Encourage 
the labels to do the same thing. Give these girls some 
room to do what they do. Stop editing them, changing 
their hair color and worrying about the photo shoot 
before we worry about the music. Let’s not put the cart 
before the horse. I know the numbers aren’t encourag-
ing, but I think it’s about to turn. There’s music coming.
JL: I completely agree with almost everything you say. 
With respect to labels, we obviously haven’t been get-
ting it right, so let’s give them that room and freedom. 
Now’s the time to take the chance. We’ve been at this 
for how long, so let’s fi nd strong brands and identities 
and strong women with something to say. Having more 
women involved in that will help – taking a shot on a 
female producer, getting more female writers in town. 
From that, will be born what we’re all looking for.
NH: It’s fi xing itself. Just having this discussion is impor-
tant. People are talking about it online all the time. To 
reiterate what Karen said, let’s nurture female artists and 
instead of changing them, make them stars because of 
the great attributes they already have. I don’t think it’s 
going to happen overnight, but I think we’re making 
just a little bit of progress.

RATE EXPECTATIONS
To the surprise of exactly no one, ratings have been a central 

focus of this trade’s coverage. As history has shown, format-
wide ratings rise and fall. In 2008, a story titled “Mountain 
Or Molehill” looked at the precipitous drop in Fall ‘07 shares. 
Three years later, “Sonic Boom” found programmers gushing 
about new music as ratings climbed. 

“Personally, I feel the music is much stronger, but my 
feelings really don’t play into it,” he said consultant Gerry 
McCracken. “The research shows the music is stronger. 
We’re seeing new music testing better, and it’s testing bet-
ter more quickly.” 

We Are Nashville: A full reckoning of the May 2010 Tennessee fl ood may 
not be possible for years to come. Even then, the scope of its effect on the 
region – its environment, economy and people – will be diffi cult to fully 
articulate; everything changed. And everyone with more than a passing 
involvement was changed.

That story is impossible to tell without mentioning the country art-
ists who raised their voices from the fl yover and urged oil-and-fi zzle-
obsessed networks to let the rest of the nation know. Our neighbor-
hood stars organized tele thons, benefi ts and wrote sizeable checks that 
made them in every respect exactly like the thousands of Volunteers who 
weren’t about to wait around for help from someone or somewhere else. 

House & Galante
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In “Settle For A Slowdown” (June, 2016), year-over-year 
PPM ratings declines are blamed primarily on the music. As one 
PD said, “The new songs just aren’t testing.”

The ebb and fl ow of country’s popularity are a concern at one 
level, but pale next to radio’s almost ingrained questioning of 
methodology, sample rates and ratings technology. In short, PPM 
has been arguably the biggest story in Country Aircheck history.

From rollout stories in 2006 and 2007 to challenges from 
minority station owners in 2008, PPM coverage shifted to 
nuts-and-bolts. We analyzed how radiothons performed under 
meter methodology in 2009 and asked programmers to share 
programming secrets the following year:

Even in dog years, the People Meter knowledge 
base is a few years shy of adolescence. Still, radio’s 
brightest minds are chewing through the reams of 
data Arbitron spits out each week looking for the con-
nections, patterns and keys to ratings victory. 

“Don’t overreact,” one unnamed PD said. “The 
natural reaction is to strip your radio station down 
to nothing. We all did it as we came on board as new 
PPM markets. Don’t let the entertainment and magic 
get sucked out of your station. Don’t cut your station 
back at the expense of your brand.”

In 2010, we ominously noted top talent leaving Country 
radio in droves.

If you’ve paid any attention to Country radio over 
the last 20 years, you know the names. Hudson & Har-
rigan. Ichabod & Scallops. Lee Rogers. Rick “Bubba” 
Taylor. And in the markets where these and many 
other personalities have built their careers, the listen-
ers know them as well. But radio’s diffi cult economics, 
the advent of PPM with its attendant emphasis on 
music over talk and many other factors have resulted 
in a parade of prominent departures.

The perhaps cruel punctuation to all the upheaval wrought 
by PPM came in our 2015 roundup of the year’s top stories.

Forget the year. Voltair processor-induced ques-
tions about PPM encoding may be the biggest 
radio story of the last decade. Moving from diary 
ratings to meter technology in 2007 was intended 
to remove much of the ambiguity from radio’s audi-
ence report card – at least in the top 50 markets. 
Programmers were confi dent in the technology 
and quickly adopted its lessons, one of the most 

dramatic being listeners’ aversion to talk. Spoken 
word formats saw declines and music format morn-
ing shows began upping their song count. And then 
Voltair came along. Its developers claimed program-

ming that was quiet, marked by silence or weak in 
a certain frequency range did a poor job of carry-
ing PPM code – and that their box “enhanced the 
detectability.” Better encoding, the thinking went, 
meant better ratings.

With many convinced Voltair was doing exactly what 
it proposed, questions turned to years of decision-
making based not on programming content, but its 
audio characteristics. “Where it gets [hairy] is when we 
decide not to do artist interviews and stay away from 
any longer talk segment regardless of how compelling,” 
consultant Becky Brenner said in July. Max Media/
Norfolk VP/GM Dave Paulus wondered if talent and 
airplay decisions were infl uenced. “The best music and 
announcers should be on the air and rewarded for 
their popularity,” he said. “But the measurement has 
to be based on true popularity. You see these Voltairs 
working and wonder, has that been the case?”

The specter of PPM methodology concerns hovers over our 
lead piece in this issue, as well.                                    CAC

DAYS OF YOUR LIVES

Where’s Your Other Hand: Possibly our favor-
ite reader-submitted photo ever, as WUSY/
Chattanooga’s Gator Harrison, Styckman and 
Cowboy Kyle celebrate their 2013 ACM win.

 Reporting stations have played 1,343 
different songs by 306 artists a total of 
121,127,520 times in the 10 years since 
Country Aircheck debuted its fi rst Media-
base Country chart on August 21, 2006 
and the chart of August 22, 2016. (All in-
formation included here is based on songs 
that charted within that time frame.) More 
than 18 million of those plays went to 
artists on Capitol, which 
ranks No. 1 on the “top 
labels of CA’s decade” 
list with 15.1% of the 
spins. Powering Capitol 
to a six percentage point 
margin of victory over 
No. 2 Arista are three 
artists in our Top 10 – Luke Bryan (4),
Keith Urban (8) and Lady Antebellum (9). 
Arista’s Carrie Underwood (3) and Brad 
Paisley (7) led that label’s charge.

The top artist of CA’s decade is Jason 
Aldean. His songs collected more than 
4.8 million plays, almost 600,000 more 
airings than those by our No. 2, Kenny 
Chesney. Carrie Underwood is the most-

played – and only – female artist in our 
Top 10, placing third. Two groups cracked 
our Top 10. Zac Brown Band checked in 
at No. 6 while Lady Antebellum comes in 
at No 10.

Kenny Chesney and Tim McGraw tied 
for the most charted songs among the 
1,343 that made at least the Top 50 in our 
decade, with 27. Also in the “20-hit club” 

are Jason Aldean, 
Brad Paisley and 
Keith Urban 
(25); Carrie 
Underwood, Toby 
Keith and Blake 
Shelton (23); Luke 
Bryan and Rascal 

Flatts (22); Dierks Bentley (21); and, Mi-
randa Lambert and Eric Church (20).

Leading the Top 100 Songs of CA’s 
Decade is Rodney Atkins, with “Watching 
You” coming in as the most-played song of 
our 10 years.  It led Underwood’s “Before 
He Cheats” by more than 20,000 plays. 
Forty-fi ve different artists contributed songs 
in the Top 100 of our 10 years. Aldean ties 

ZBB for the most songs in our Top 100 with 
seven. Atkins and Bryan each had six tunes 
in our decade’s Top 100. Chesney placed 
third with fi ve.

In the 10 years Country Aircheck has 
been publishing the Mediabase Country 
chart, there have been 360 No. 1 songs by 
76 different artists. Posting the most No. 1s 
over our decade is Shelton. His 19 chart-
toppers covered 30 weeks. He’s followed 
by Underwood, who notched 18 No. 1s 
that spent 26 weeks on top. Luke Bryan 
and Kenny Chesney are next, both with 16 
No. 1s.  Luke’s hits have spent 26 weeks 
on top, while Kenny holds the title for most 
weeks in the penthouse with 33. Aldean 
and Paisley are next with 15 No. 1s; both 
were on top for 23 weeks.

Next up are ZBB, 14 No. 1s for 21 
weeks; Urban, 13 for 16; and, Taylor 
Swift, 11 for 16. Rounding out our Top 
10 with a tie at 10 No. 1s are Rascal 
Flatts (17 weeks) and Florida Georgia 
Line (13 weeks). And, a tip-o’-the-hat to 
Atkins.  He spent 14 weeks at No. 1 with 
fi ve hit singles.

TOP ARTISTS OF THE DECADE
      by airplay spins in millions

 1. Jason Aldean 4.8
 2. Kenny Chesney 4.2
 3. Carrie Underwood 4.1
 4. Luke Bryan 4.0
 5. Blake Shelton 4.0
 6. Zac Brown Band 3.9
 7. Brad Paisley 3.9
 8. Keith Urban 3.7
 9. Lady Antebellum 3.0
 10. Tim McGraw 3.0

TOP LABELS OF THE DECADE
       by chart share

 1. Capitol 15.1%
 2. Arista 9.1%
 3. WMN 6.7%
 4. MCA 6.1%
 5. RCA 6.0%
 6. Big Machine 5.6%
 7. Curb 5.3%
 8. Mercury 5.3%
 9. BBR 5.1%
 10. Republic Nashville 4.5%

A DECADE 
OF HITS
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8/1 - Jimmy Kimmel Live  
8/3 - CMA Music Festival: Country’s Night to Rock on ABC  

8/4 - ABC’s Greatest Hits  
8/15 - Jimmy Kimmel Live (Encore) 

8/19 - Good Morning America’s Summer Concert Series

“PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - “PETER PAN” - GOLDGOLDGOLDGOLDGOLD
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“DIBS” - “DIBS” - “DIBS” - “DIBS” - “DIBS” - “DIBS” - “DIBS” - “DIBS” - “DIBS” - “DIBS” - GOLDGOLDGOLDGOLDGOLD

C E R T I F I C A T I O N S

T E L E V I S I O N

A U G U S T  H A S  B E E N  A W E S O M E !

O N  T H E  V E R G E  O F  M A K I N G  C O U N T R Y  M U S I C  H I S T O R Y !

“PETER PAN” TOP 5 & FLYING!

THANK YOU COUNTRY RADIO!
®



The Warner Music Nashville
family of artists would

like to congratulate
COUNTRY AIRCHECK
on 10 great years!
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HOME 
TEAM 
RULES?
Country’s Marconi Nominees
As the NAB Radio Show lands in Nashville this 
month, will the Marconi Radio Awards Dinner be 
dominated by Country winners? One can only 
hope. Here are profi les of several of this year’s 
nominees, who are more than deserving, whatev-
er the fi nal outcome. Nominees including WPOC/
Baltimore’s Laurie DeYoung (Large Market Per-
sonality), WKDZ/Cadiz, KY (Small Market Station), 
and Country Station of the Year contenders KKBQ/
Houston and WPOC/Baltimore have been profi led 
in recent issues of this publication.

IF YOU’RE GONNA PLAY IN TEXAS
KVET/Austin
Large Market Station

For iHeartMedia/Central Texas Dir./Country Operations Travis Moon, pas-
sion in the air talent brings out passion in the listeners, and that means the 
community wins.

We’re really pumped. Getting nominated is about as good as winning – 
it’s such a big honor. And I have to throw some props to my predecessor 
JT Bosch, because a lot of things we did were under his watch.
If I were to use one word to describe KVET it would be “authentic.” You 
just know the listeners are feeling it. There’s a vibe to it that really con-
nects with the community. 

It starts with the personalities – Bama, Rob and Heather have been in this 
market for many years and they’re really the spark at this station. It’s al-
most as if they’re family to the listeners. It sounds cliché, but there’s just 
something really personal there. When they help out on charity causes, 
listeners know it’s not lip service. These are true, genuine endorsements 
of things that are important in the community, and we get even more 
out of it because of that. 
I’m really proud of our involvement with the Texas music scene, on the 
programming side. But the thing I’m most proud of is that the staff is 
always willing to chip in, no matter what. Bama, Rob and Heather and Bob 
Pickett were part of the St. Jude radiothon for our sister station KASE. 
The fi nal toteboard was credited to KASE but that didn’t tell the whole 
story, because they helped. It’s a selfl essness to get into the trenches with 
the listeners and work on something everyone can agree on at the com-
munity level. The passion they bring to it, that’s extra special to me as a 
programmer, because that gives us opportunities to do even more.
I’ve never been at a station that’s won a Marconi Award. We’re absolutely 
beside ourselves over the nomination. I’m not sure I could put into words 
what actually winning would mean. It would defi nitely be an unbelievable 
honor. On a personal level it would be a fi rst for me, but really, it’s a testa-
ment to my staff and to our listeners. I think our feet would be fl oating off 
the ground and we’d be sharing it with our listeners in a big way. 

Chill Collectors: KVET’s Bama, Rob and Heather collect and 
distribute more than 35,000 Coats for Kids.

MADE OF HONOR
WHKO/Dayton
Medium Market Station

For nearly three decades, staffers have worked hard to make WHKO the community station. 
Now PD/morning co-host Nancy Wilson hopes to say “I do...” have a Marconi award.

For all the community work we do, it was kind of a no-brainer to enter. Still, to 
hear you’ve got a nomination – I know everybody says this – but to know you’re 
recognized by radio, this is the pinnacle. 
We are a heritage station in Dayton. We turned to Country in 1989 and we wanted 
to make sure listeners knew we were a local station, so all of us are out there in the 

community. Anything we can do 
to give back, we think it’s super 
important, whether that’s giv-
ing to the community or giving 
listeners an experience. We want 
them to know they’re fi rst. 
We’ve been involved with the 
Children’s Miracle Network for 
the past 19 years and listeners 
have raised more than $3 mil-
lion. We do a yearly radiothon 
the week before Thanksgiving. 
My morning show partner Frye 
Guy and I broadcast from the lo-
cal children’s hospital for three 
days, and to have that opportuni-
ty to give wishes to kids who are 
sick or to families who are wor-
ried about whether their child is 
going to live or die, that’s been 
so fulfi lling. I’m also involved in 
a lot of charitable organizations 
on my own. It really resonates 
with listeners when they hear 
we’re volunteering to emcee an 
event or be in a parade. 

To win a Marconi would allow us to say to the listeners, “Wow, look what we all 
built together.” It would be a win for everybody. It wouldn’t be bragging rights, it 
would be an honor, a privilege and so humbling. The trophy would make a tour 
of the radio station, and we’d probably have a meet-and-greet and photo op. It’s 
almost one of those awards you’d want to get enclosed so you could look at it but 
not pick it up. Don’t breathe on it.  
We’re trying to fi gure out where to put the nomination plaque. We’ve been 
putting recognition items inside the studio – CMA and ACM nominations. The 
bridesmaid list is really long, so hopefully this time we’ll actually be the bride. 

Drivers’ Seat: Wilson and Frye Guy take 
their fund drive for kids pretty seriously. 

THIS LITTLE PIGGY
WQHK/Fort Wayne, IN
Medium Market Station

What makes a great radio station? According to PD Dave Michaels, longevity, little kids 
with piggy banks and staff trips to the local pub, of course.

I was in Top 40 for most of my career and crossed into Country in 2003 at our 
competitor across the street. I came to ‘QHK in 2005 and haven’t looked back. 
It’s just a great market to be in that nobody realizes is here. We’re two hours 
from Detroit and Chicago and an hour-and-a-half from Indianapolis. That 
ain’t bad. 
What makes the station and staff special is their longevity. Dan & Dude, our 
morning show, have been together for almost 20 years. I don’t import talent 
from anywhere and we’re all about local. We live in the community and are 
out somewhere doing something for someone every single week. That in-
cludes big charities like St. Jude and smaller ones like the local SPCA. They’ve 
come into the stu-
dio with an animal 
every week for four 
years and not once 
was the animal not 
adopted afterwards.
St. Jude isn’t really 
local, but we put 
a lot of work into 
making it local. 
Something special 
happens every year 
during the radio-
thon. One of the 
most moving things 
I’ve seen in the 
business began a 
few years ago when 
this kid started 
bringing in his 
piggy bank and do-
nating the money 
he’d saved to the hospital. Every year we get to watch him walk in and turn it 
over. We always hear about ratings and revenue, but that’s not what it’s about. 
It’s about community. If you have that part, the rest will follow.
We celebrate our successes and hang out together. We’ll go out and hit a lo-
cal bar – we never go to a chain – and just sit, talk, plan and have fun. We’re 
especially good about doing it before concerts. As I speak I’m looking through 
the studio window and my morning show is still in there. It’s 1:30 in the after-
noon! We love this.

We’s A Crowd: WQHK staffers get ready for K105 
CountryFest 2016. Pictured (l-r) are the station’s 
Kylie Havens, Dave Michaels, Dude Walker, Ar-
icka McCauley and Dan Austin.
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COUNTRY’S MARCONI NOMINEES
COUNTRY GOLD
KTPK/Topeka, KS
Small Market Station

It’s hard not to love a radio station that’s been around for 
42 years, and even harder not to love the midday personality 
who’s worked behind its microphones for 40 of them. Mgr./
Content Tim Goodrich explains.

The station signed on in 1974 and it’s been Country in 
some form from the start. The call letters and frequen-
cy have never changed and middayer Marlena Adkison 
has been on the airstaff for most of its history. KTPK 
is the only commercial set of call letters she’s ever 
worked under, which should give you a good example 
of our longevity in the market. We’re coming up on 
the one-year anniversary of working for Alpha, and 
we’re happy to be working for a company that puts an 
emphasis on having a strong community presence.
The fi rst event I attended after coming here two years ago 
showed me how special this station was to the community. 
It was one of our country gold concerts. You could tell how 
much people here love the music we play and the artists by 
how many stuck around to get autographs. You can see the 
same thing with the clothing and toy drive we do with the 
Topeka Rescue Mission for area homeless leading into the 
holidays. We collect everything at live remotes and through 
all kinds of drop-off points. Then the Mission organizes 
it nicely in a large warehouse so families can basically go 
in and pick out things they need. There’s a dignity to that 
event that’s hard to explain.

Watching Marlena work a crowd with her history 
here is like watching a rock star. People just can’t 
wait to meet and talk to her. She’s definitely the 
center of attention. If you think about it, at least 

two generations of people have grown up with
her on this station. She’s always been involved
with a variety of community interests and is very 
special to us.

Staff Of Legends: KTPK staffers 
with their 2016 Small Market 
nomination plaque. Pictured (l-r) 
are the station’s Tim Goodrich 
(Skeeter), Jim West, Marlena 
Adkison and Marc Bradley.

FAMOUS IN 
A SMALL TOWN
Toby Tucker
WDZQ/Decatur, IL
Small Market Personality

When you work in your hometown, 
you’re invested in making sure your 
neighbors are taken care of.

Growing up in this market and 
living here most of my life, maybe 
I’m more invested in it than some 
might be in the place where they 
work. I know our story, I know 
where we’ve been and where we’re 
trying to go.  
My GM and Mgr./Sales came to 
me last September and said, “If you 
could do anything in the fourth 
quarter, what would it be?” I told 
them about an idea I’d had for a 
“Secret Santa” concert, where we’d 
have a couple of Nashville acts do 
an acoustic show with proceeds go-
ing to the Salvation Army’s Angel 
Tree program. I was on that tree a 
couple of times growing up, and I 
remember the relief it brought to 
my family when they showed up 
with food, a Christmas tree and a 
bunch of toys. Now that I’m in the 

position where I can, I want to give 
back and help more kids.   
We didn’t reveal who was coming 
ahead of time, but I shared my story 
and we sold the place out in a day 
and a half. We were lucky to have 
The Henningsens, and because it 
was the Angel Tree, Jimmy Wayne 
agreed to come do the show, too. It 
was a great show, and we were able 
to donate about $15,000. 
Some local veterans were raising 
money to build a World War II me-
morial in town. They did a fundraiser 
that was a total bust. So we stood 
out on the street corner collecting 
money and raised $35,000 in one day. 
As a thank you, they gave each of my 
grandfathers a brick in the memorial. 
To be nominated is honor enough.
I’ve only been in the business for 
10 years, and I’m only 34 years old. 
To me, this is something you’d get 
toward the end of your career, like 
a capstone. So it’s mind-blowing 
to get this nomination now. When 
you’re starting out, you never 
expect something like this to come, 
but now that it’s here, it’s very hum-
bling. It feels really good to see my 
hard work has been noticed. It tells 
me to push on and keep working 
harder. It’s not a stopping point, it’s 
a keep going point. 

Secret’s Out: Tucker 
emcees the WDZQ 
Secret Santa concert

WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU LEMONS
Dan Austin, Dude Walker 
Dan & Dude
WQHK/Fort Wayne, IN 
Medium Market Personality

Not only was WQHK nominated for a Marconi this year, but so was its morning 
show. Surprising? Not really, considering they’ve been waking up the market for 
almost 20 years.

Dude: A Marconi? It’s an award named after the guy who invented radio! 
Of course getting our names on that would be cool. And I know it sounds 
trite, but it’s true: Being nominated is an honor.
Dan: We’re not solving world peace or curing cancer here. We just want 
to put smiles on people’s faces and take away some of the everyday things 
they worry about. Our job is to relate to people and get to know them, and 
we try to have fun doing it.
Dude: We get out in the community several times a week; client appear-
ances and remotes. But the things you don’t get paid for are sometimes 
the most important. There were two little girls who’d lost one of their 
friends to cancer four years ago, so they started a lemonade stand to raise 
money in his honor. Little John’s Lemonade Stand is named after the 
boy who died and this year was the best so far. We had the mothers of the 
girls on the air with us and it was pretty emotional. The community really 
latched on to it and $50,000 was raised. People were driving from hours 
away over the July 4th holiday weekend just to drop off money. It goes to 
show you what’s great about this town.
Dan: We even have a station basketball team that gets out during the 
fi rst three months of the year and plays other local charity teams to raise 
money for things like gym equipment, scholarship programs or athletic 
boosters – whatever might be needed. It’s a close-knit community and we 
just try to have fun.

Bright Spots:
Dan, Dude and 
their shaved 
heads honoring 
the children of 
St. Jude.





GRASSROOTS OF MY RAISING
Dave O’Brien
WLHK/Indianapolis
Large Market Personality

No community project is too small for the Hank FM morning host Dave O’Brien. Indeed 
he sometimes prefers them over more well-known, established initiatives. 

I’ve been in Indianapolis for 20 years with the exception of a year-and-a-half in 
San Jose. My daughter, now 16, was born in San Jose and is one of the reasons 
we came back in 2001. I grew up in California and I didn’t think raising a kid 
there was a great idea. People who haven’t been here don’t realize how under-
rated Indianapolis is.
I went solo six years ago when my partner Ed Wank moved to one of our sister 
stations in the building. Though my producer Casey plays an important on-air 
role, most of it is just me, which allows us to be a little tighter, more streamlined 
and direct with the show in the era of PPM. I try to be that guy sitting in the car 
next to you during the commute that you’re just having a conversation with.
One of my fi rst jobs in radio was public service director and I’ve always 
liked that aspect of what we do. We’ve all done the big events that raise 
hundreds of thousands of dollars, but the grassroots stuff is what I think 
has the most impact. The Firefi ghters of Hamilton County started an event 
a few years ago to raise money for a group of their kids dealing with critical 
and terminal illnesses. They actually asked a local TV personality to host, 
but was told she charged $1,200 and wanted a table for eight of her friends. 
They didn’t know if they would even raise that much. They asked me and 
were surprised to learn I didn’t charge anything. Those are the kinds of 
things we should be doing in radio regardless. Three years later we’ve raised 
almost $100,000 and every penny has gone to those families. All the credit 
goes to the fi refi ghters; I just show up. But that’s what radio is about and it’s 
rewarding to see that kind of impact. CAPITOL CONTRIBUTIONS

WMZQ/Washington
Country Station of the Year

For iHeartMedia EVP/Programming Northeast and WMZQ/Washington PD Meg Ste-
vens, the individual efforts of the air staff are just as important as the community events 
undertaken by the station as a whole. 

The Marconi is a very prestigious award honoring overall excellence with a ma-
jor portion of that focused on a strong and active commitment to the commu-
nity. We are very proud of WMZQ’s commitment to DC, Maryland and Virginia.
I believe we were nominated because of our consistent community engage-
ment. WMZQ’s involvement with St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital dates 
back to 1994 and we are very excited that during the upcoming December 
radiothon, WMZQ will surpass $15 million raised in the fi ght to eradicate 
childhood cancers. St. Jude is a passion point for the station and we engage in 
year-round fundraising. 
Each talent is actively engaged in creating a personal opportunity to fundraise. 
This year afternoon personality Michael J created a motorcycle ride to benefi t 
St. Jude and midday talent Aly Jacobs “spins” for St Jude. 
While St. Jude is a major portion of our annual community engagement effort, 
it’s not the only one. We help keep kids warm with the November Coats for 
Kids Drive, a campaign that provides winter jackets for those in need. We also 
have “Salute a Soldier Week” in May. There is a high percentage of both active 
and veteran service members in the DC Metro. We take that week to focus on 
military members and their families, who often make the deepest sacrifi ces, 
and we highlight the incredible support services that are available to service 
members. Aly Jacobs is passionate about military causes and this week is a 
labor of love for her.
It would be an incredible honor to be recognized for giving back to the com-
munity, which is something we feel is a profound duty of ours as broadcasters. If 
we win, we’ll each take a week to take the award home with us, then we’ll fi nd a 
nice home for it in the WMZQ studios.

COUNTRY’S MARCONI NOMINEES

Sweet Deal: WLHK’s Dave O’Brien and the Ronald McDonald House 
of Indianapolis volunteer cookie bakers. 

Jacket Up: Afternoon 
personality Michael J 
collects coats for kids. 
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‘MERICA
WKML/Fayetteville, NC
Country Station of the Year

With the largest military base in the world just outside its front 
door, PD Deano has no trouble explaining WKML’s red, white 
and blue logo. Factor in a fl ag-waving commitment to community 
service and it’s easy to see why the station has ruled the airwaves 
for three decades.

What attracted me to this station was its 
heritage status. It’s just dominated here 
for 31 years. I tell everybody in the busi-
ness I’m one of the only program direc-
tors in the nation whose GM was also a 
PD, and that’s another huge plus. We’re 
in a wonderful location being an hour 
from Raleigh, two hours from Myrtle 
Beach and two hours from the moun-
tains. So we’ve got the small-town feel 
with plenty of big-ticket things nearby.
Fort Bragg is here and something like 55 cents of every dollar spent is associated 
with the military. We wrap ourselves in the fl ag, but aren’t dismissive of other 
aspects of the audience. For example, the top of the hour ID says, “When we say we 
love our country, we don’t mean just the music.” That can be taken both as loving 
country music and loving America. There’s no denying the role the military plays 
here, but we wrap our arms around everybody.
We do a lot of that through our partnership with St. Jude. To my knowledge 

we’re one of just two or three stations that were doing a St. Jude radiothon two 
years before the creation of Country Cares. And there’s no one on our staff 
who doesn’t buy in. We’re also heavily involved with the United Way locally. Our 
morning guy Don Chase has been here for more than 30 years and probably does 
more than 100 nonprofi t appearances a year. This may not count as a nonprofi t, 
but tonight he’s even emceeing Donald Trump’s political rally at the Crown Coli-
seum. If there’s something going on in the community, we’re almost always there.

Good Job:
WKML 

staffers and 
volunteers 
celebrate 

the success 
of their 2016 

Country 
Cares For St. 

Jude Kids 
radiothon.

SERVES YOU RIGHT
WYCT/Pensacola
Country Station of the Year

For PD Brent Lane and his staff, taking care of their neigh-
bors always comes before the music.

There are a lot of poor kids in our community – 
about 60% of our student population is on free or 
reduced lunch. We have a program called Christ-

mas Wishes, which we’ve done for years, as kind of 
a pay-it-forward effort. The number one thing we 
get requests for is toys for kids in families who have 
lost everything or they’re underprivileged. In an 
effort to serve that community better, we created 
a concert where 100% of the proceeds went to the 
United Way. They did the vetting and we were able 
to provide Christmas for 230 families. 
We had two tornadoes literally a week apart. An F3 
hit on a Tuesday night and took out a very poor 
part of our community. The next Tuesday night an-

other F3 tornado dropped nearly in downtown and 
wiped out a bunch of neighborhoods just to the east 
of the radio station. Neither tornado by itself was 
enough to be deemed a disaster area, so we have 
not received any disaster money here. Two weeks in 
a row we had major fund drives and in total raised 
almost $250,000. 
We have a body of work that suggests that our 
station puts our community fi rst. Cat Country is a 
community radio station that happens to play coun-
try music. We’re locally owned and operated. Our 

owner Dave Hoxeng and his wife Mary 
believe in supporting the community. So 
when severe weather happens, we’ll drop 
music and go right to full coverage. 
I’m very proud of our team and the way 
they react. If you come to work here, you 
know from the start that if bad weather 
happens you’re going to be working. In 
the case of the tornadoes in February, our 
morning co-host Candy was on vacation, 
but she came in to cover the night shift. 
I’m very proud of those guys. It’s nice 
to work in a place where the mission is 
community service and it’s awesome to be 
recognized while we do that. It says we’re 
doing it right, and that means a lot. 
This station has only existed since Christ-
mas of 2003. We’ve worked very hard to 
become our community’s radio station in 
a very short period of time, and to be in 
our market size and be recognized in the 
same category as radio stations that are 
legendary is a fantastic honor.           CACCheck It: Cat Country staffers present a check for $50,000 to the United Way.
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ART 
AND
SOUL
Elevating Country Aircheck 

from the gray wall of type 
that characterized trade 

publications including Radio & 
Records meant an emphasis on 
art. While Art Director Jerry 
Holthouse might say the editorial 
team is still pushing copy-heavy 
layouts, the publication’s reliance 
on Brad Walker’s illustrations is 
a major step forward. Here are 
some of the best.

LOOKING OUT FOR A HERO: 
For a compendium of crazy road trip 
stories (June 2008), we featured Bob 
Reeves, Bill Heltemes, Skip Bishop, John 
Sigler and Karen Fairchild.

POWER LAYERS: Dreaming up settings for our annual Power 31 list can be a lot of 
fun, from evoking a classic album cover (2008), to soaring with astronauts (2007) 
and envisioning a changing of the guard (2010).
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Audio Visual
Interacting with professional illustrator 

Brad Walker is a testament to the modern 
workplace. After 10 years of collaboration on 
dozens of illustrations, his fi rst phone conver-
sation with a member of Country Aircheck’s 
staff came with the interview for this story. 
“Back in the day everything was FedEx and fax 
machines,” he says. “Now it’s email.”

Walker grew up and lives near Canada 
in Washington State and learned his trade 
at ArtCenter College of Design in Pasadena. 
Starting out as an illustrator for magazines 
meant moving to Connecticut. “Everything was 
in New York so I moved east for three years,” 
he says. “With email I was able to come back 
to my stomping grounds.” 

Also coming full circle are his tools. “Mostly 
what’s changed is the medium,” he says. “I 

started out doing oil paintings. I’d fax hand 
drawn sketches to clients, make revisions and 
start putting paint on a board. After a couple 
days, FedEx would come for it. Now every-
thing is on computer, but as you can see from 
the photo, I’m getting back to painting.”

Clients have included Field & Stream, 
Hasbro, movies including The Green Lantern
and “every golf and ski magazine there is.” 
He’s even done the truck wrap designs for the 
vehicle that transports the national Christmas 
tree. Country work came from now-defunct 
publications Country Music and Country Week-
ly, the latter being how he fi rst worked with 
Country Aircheck Art Director Jerry Holthouse. 
He’s even been listening to country music. 
“Early on I didn’t,” he admits. “I remember 
doing an illustration of Brad Paisley and hav-
ing no idea what he looked like.”

See more of Walker’s work atbradwalkeril-
lustration.com and bradwalker.net.BOX CARD: For a 2012 story on Top 40 programmers 

joining the format titled “Country Goes The Pop PD.”

KIDS IN THE HALL:
Full-page features 
on each year’s 
Country Radio Hall 
of Fame inductees 
are graced with 
an illustrative take 
on each honoree’s 
headshot, 
like this one of the 
late Lee Rogers.

GOING BANANAS:
For the September 2014 “Guerrilla Radio” story 
on radio stations’ competitive hijinks. Note US-FM 
monkeying around in the studios of THEM-FM.

FAMILY TRADITION: Our 2011 nod to the plethora 
of artists hailing from Georgia had more than a 
few of its subjects request a print of their own.

TRIPLE THREATS: “People Leaving People,” our 
top story of the year in the December 2014 issue, 
focused on departures: Taylor Swift from coun-
try, George Strait from touring and Garth Brooks 
from retirement.
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1SCOTT BORCHETTA
Big Machine Label Group President/CEO

“Hey, good news – you get out alive! The mad rush 
of the Hollywood music scene, the Valley, the skate 
punks and the So-Cal girls will all fi nally make 
sense. Stay the course, keep working all those odd 
jobs and crazy hours, keep playing the clubs, and 
keep bangin’ the boards. All of that experience on 
the street is going to come in very, very handy. Oh, 
and somehow you ended up with the biggest artist 
in the world.” (2015, Letter To Me)

2MIKE DUNGAN
UMG/Nashville Chairman/CEO

“I like camping, but I hate pack-
ing up. For unexplained reasons, 
the combination of animal instinct and alcohol has often inspired/
caused me to just throw my gear on the fi re. It’s good primal relief. 
Plus, the folks at Sports Academy love a guy who re-ups on a regular 
basis. Does that make me a bad guy?” (2011)

3 CLAY HUNNICUTT
Big Loud President

“Brad Paisley was in our conference 
room introducing himself and talking 
about this song he was going to sing 
written by Kelley Lovelace. I stopped 
him and said, ‘Wait, who?’ Kelley 
and I were friends in high school 
but had lost track of each other over 
the years. It was so great to see a bright new 
artist playing an amazing song written by a guy I graduated high 
school with. What a crazy, small world.” (2007)

4 ROYCE RISSER
UMG/Nashville SVP/Promotion

“Royce is not a typical boss,” understates MCA/Nashville 
VP/Promotion Van Haze, hastening to add, “and I mean 
that in the best way possible. Promotion can be a giant, 
stress-fi lled balloon and absolutely aggravating at times. 
He keeps us all focused on the big things and at the same 
time makes sure we have the most fun possible. In this year 
alone, he jumped out of a box and scared the crap out of 
me, shot me in the back with a blow-gun dart in the offi ce 
and told an elevator full of ladies I have horrible hemor-
rhoids – all the while talking to radio. He is a true multi-
tasker and one heck of a great guy to work for.” (2010)

5 JAYE ALBRIGHT
Albright & O’Malley 

& Brenner Partner
“This was taken back-
stage during Garth’s fi rst 
appearance in Las Vegas 
at the Thomas & Mack 
Center, right after his 
kids came down to get a 
pre-show goodnight hug. 
I was there with some 
winners from KWNR 
and then-KFMS, and 
all of us were treated to 
Garth’s brand of cus-
tomer service, which has 
never been equaled in my 
47-year radio and music 
career.” (2008)

ALL_STARS
Call them the all-decade team. For Country Aircheck’s 10th an-
niversary, we aggregated all of our Power 31 rankings over the 
decade to produce this list of Country radio and the music indus-
try’s top airplay power brokers. Five individuals, pictured above, 
have the distinction of making the list all 10 years. Below, we’ve 
featured highlights from each all-star’s listing in a prior issue. 

the years. It was so great to see a bright new 
artist playing an amazing song written by a guy I graduated high 
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6 JIMMY HARNEN
Big Machine Label Group EVP, BMLG Records President

“As a college senior in Wilkes-Barre, PA, I naively walked 
across the street to see Jeff Walker, afternoon DJ at Top 40 
WKRZ, who actually met with me and listened to a two-song 
demo my band Synch had just recorded. Before the fi rst 
chorus of ‘Where Are You Now?’ was fi nished he yelled, 
‘That’s a hit!’ He played it for the PD, Al Brock, and WKRZ 
added and played it ... a lot. Next thing we knew, they asked 
us to open for Bon Jovi and the song spread to stations in 
Allentown, Philadelphia and more before Columbia/CBS 
Records offered us a contract. At that moment, I was ad-
dicted. It was the single defi ning moment when I realized I 
was a record guy living inside of an artist body.” (2014)

7 DOUG MONTGOMERY
Former iHeartMedia Executive

“The fi rst day I worked with Doug, WCUZ/Grand Rapids 
had just been bought by Clear Channel and I got a mes-
sage that the PD wanted to see me fi rst thing Monday 
morning,” says WBCT MD Dave Taft. “I thought for sure 
I was done. The fi rst thing he asked was what I wanted to 
accomplish in life. What were my career aspirations? I gave 
my answers, and he told me, ‘OK, that’s what we are going 
to work for.’ I thought I was getting canned, and instead he 
gave me the direction I had been lacking up until that point. 
I am 100% sure that if that day had never happened, I would not still be in radio.

“His motor is always running, and he’s always looking for the next opportunity. 
It’s commonplace to get a 2am email or a late-night phone call. His catchphrase is, 
‘I had an epiphany last night.’ 

“Twice in the past month artists have talked to me about Doug’s infl uence. 
One said he had spoken with Doug about his new song and re-cut a lyric that 
could be misconstrued as offensive. Another told me they were second-guessing a 
single choice until they got a call from management telling them Doug loved the 
song.” (2009)

8 JOHN ESPOSITO
Warner Music Nashville Chairman/CEO

“One of the greatest lessons, and I have 
to thank my father for this, is simply 
to be good at listening. One can never 
underestimate the power of just being 
a good listener. Everyone loves it when 
you allow them to get their point across 
without interrupting them, and when 
you give them feedback that shows you 
understood their point. As one of my 
dearest friends and a Warner colleague 
says, ‘Lead with an open mind, an atten-
tive ear and an understanding heart.’

“I also learned long ago that a team 
needs a leader who’s consistent in every 
way. No one wants to guess how you 
would react to things ... it’s so much 
easier for them if they know ‘this is 
how Espo would react,’ which is prob-
ably helpful self-prevention for a lot of 
them!” (2013)

9 JEFF GARRISON
Cox Country Format Leader, Cox/San Antonio Dir./Operations, KCYY PD

“When I programmed WESC/Greenville, Garth released Fresh Horses and ‘Fever’ was 
the fi rst single. The CD was scheduled to be released on a Tuesday, but our after-
noon jock Johnny Reb called me on the Friday before and said that a listener just 

bought the new Garth CD at Target. So I went 
down, bought three copies and told the 
store manager they shouldn’t sell anymore 
until Tuesday or they would get in trouble 
with the label – making sure my competition 
couldn’t buy it. Subsequently, Capitol’s Bill 
Catino had to overnight the album to radio 
two days early.” (2007)

10 GREGG SWEDBERG
iHeartCountry Brand Coord., Western Great Lakes Region RSVPP

KEEY/Minneapolis PD
Career advice: If they tell you to buckle down in college and get away from 
the campus radio station, don’t! Listen to [all] music; it’s worth it. Get into 
Country sooner. Pop is a vast wasteland of ego and there are so many more 
good people in Country. And trust me, you’ll never have rhythm.
Personal advice: Don’t get too attached to that hair. (2015, Letter To Me)

11LUKE LEWIS
Former UMG/Nashville Chairman

“With Willie during a video shoot in Jamaica. Taking a smoke break.” (2008)

12        MIKE CURB
Curb Records Chairman

Favorite station/personality: KRLA and Casey Kasem. Casey and I became best 
friends because we both were interested in the history of the music business. Sadly, 
I recently delivered the eulogy at Casey’s funeral.
Early artist interaction: I met Bobby Darin as he was walking into the Capitol build-
ing in Los Angeles. I walked beside him to 
get through security, then got on the eleva-
tor with him. He asked what I was doing, 
and I told him I was planning on submit-
ting songs to Capitol, but I would be glad 
to submit them to him fi rst. He said he had 
a new publishing company and invited me 
to play some songs for him, which led him 
to sign me to a publishing contract.
First music purchase: B.B. King’s “3 
O’Clock Blues” on RPM Records.
Music poster in my room: I lived in the Compton/Watts area of California and B.B. 
King was performing at a nearby club. I was only six or seven and too young to go 
to the performance, but the next day I walked by the venue and the owner gave me 
a B.B. King poster, which I still have. (2014)

13 JEFF KAPUGI
CBS Radio VP/Country, WUSN/Chicago PD

“The person who’s had the greatest infl uence on 
my career is Marc Chase. Our working relation-
ship started awkwardly in 1989 when he was PD 
and I was MD at WFLZ/Tampa. I was actually 
supposed to be fi red as a part of its format 
change from Oldies to CHR. We’ve worked 
together in some capacity until about two years 
ago, most recently when he was President and I 
was COO at Tribune Interactive. 

“Marc always taught me to think outside the 
box. He allowed me to experience things out-
side my normal comfort zone, which only made 
me a better programmer and manager. The best 
thing he taught me was somewhat basic: Hire 
good people and let them do the job you hired 
them to do, and then trust but verify that they 
are doing it.” (2012)

POWER 31 ALL_STARS

Chase and Kapugi



Congratulations!

With love and respect,  
Your friends at

Charlie Cook
John Dickey

Jimmy Harnen
Jon Loba

to O U R  P O W E R F U L ,
ALL-STAR ACM BOARD MEMBERS 

HAPPY 10TH  
COUNTRY AIRCHECK 

Congratulations!
And

rp_acm_ad_aircheck_10thAnnivPower31_11x17_090116.indd   1 9/1/16   3:46 PM
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14MIKE MOORE
Entercom VP/Country, KWJJ/Portland PD

“Sarge (I called him Sarge almost from the start) is 
just fabulous,” says WSIX/Nashville morning personal-
ity Gerry House of the man who programmed WSIX 
from 2000-2003. “He made me feel good. He was always 
there, and I knew he was someone you could count on. 
He worried and prodded and poked and wondered and 
changed and fi xed and won. I still love the thought of 
him charging out of his offi ce laughing and charging me 
up. He is one of the good guys, and I miss him all the 
time. We still talk. I turn to him for opinions about my 
future and my current stuff. He doesn’t even work for 
the same company as I do. That I still don’t understand, nor will I ever get over. He 
made me better.” (2010)

15 STEVE HODGES
Sony/Nashville

EVP/Promotion & Artist Development
“Sam Cerami is the guy who took a chance on 
hiring a PD from Little Rock to be a regional at 
a major label in the mid ‘90s. I know he had to 
really work on convincing Jimmy Bowen and Bill 
Catino to hire a rookie regional from radio, so it 
proves he was good at promotion. I knew I was at 
the right place. If they had hired someone else, 
who knows what I would be doing today.

“The late Bob Grayson, then-PD at WFMB/
Springfi eld, IL, took me under his wing and really gave me the confi dence at build-
ing relationships by always saying, ‘Trust your gut about music and people.’ He 
would share stories of how other reps were either great or not so great with their 
approach on doing business. It didn’t hurt that he loves golf (probably more than I 
do) so, yes, many of his ‘lessons’ were on the golf course!” (2012)

16BECKY BRENNER
Albright & O’Malley & Brenner Consulting Partner

“Becky is so good at what she does because she lives the life-
style of her listeners and truly cares about Country radio, 
country music and all the people who work with her – the 
staff, labels and other stations,” says industry vet Denise 
Roberts. “She treats everyone like they are a star. Even with 
her duties expanding, she returns calls and has time not 
only for her station, but also being CRB President.

“Becky’s years of dedication as PD of KMPS say so much 
about her. Obviously, if she adds your record, it’s a huge 
statement to the rest of Country radio. I was blown away 
this past June when she registered to come to the CMA Music Festival as a ‘fan’ - 
and brought her family as a vacation! We are talking the side stages, the humidity, 
the killer downpours ... she went to it all and loved it. Now, name another PD that 
is willing to get in the ‘trenches’ with her listeners like that.” (2009)

17GARY OVERTON
Former Sony/Nashville Chairman (2011)

18JOEL RAAB
Joel Raab Associates Country Programming Consultants

“I have learned to trust my instincts, and to have the confi dence to call things as 
I see them, even if it hurts. To be supportive, to contribute, and to be present. To 
not waste others’ time. To focus on my clients’ needs, not on my own concerns 
of the day. To fi nd the 
best idea and run with it, 
even if it’s not mine. To 
delegate, and to delegate 
to the best person for 
that task. To be inclusive 
– great things happen in 
teams. To try something 
new, to get out of my 
comfort zone, and to not 
be afraid to fail. (Compro-
mise isn’t failure; it’s mov-
ing the ball forward and 
showing you can work with 
others.) To make sure the 
listeners are the number 
one priority, which takes 
courage.” (2013)

19RUSTY WALKER
Beloved Late Consultant

“Some of my favorite memories of working with Rusty 
come from the time we were building Y100 in San Antonio 
back in 1986,” says Rusty Walker Programming Associ-
ates consultant Scott Huskey. “The days and nights spent 
sitting in a hotel room throwing ideas around – watching 
Rusty get really ‘hopping’ excited when you got a good 
idea is something everyone needs to see at least once. We 
wrote all the liners, birthed Bossy the Cash Cow and devel-
oped the on-air persona of the air staff over the course of 
two days in the Courtyard by Marriott.

“Rusty has the ability to quickly distill a large amount of 
data or information into an easily digestible amount, usually with a bit of NE Missis-
sippi humor thrown in. He is a great facilitator of ideas and genuinely gets excited 
when someone else in the group succeeds.” (2009)

20 JOE GALANTE (TIE)

Galante Entertainment Chairman
“Working with Joe Galante is an experience,” says Arista/Nash-
ville artist Brad Paisley. “He’s tireless in his enthusiasm, competi-
tive in the best sense of the word, supportive of each artist’s id-
iosyncrasies, loyal and fl exible (although I’ve never once gotten 
him to go to lunch anywhere other than Midtown Cafe. He won’t 
do it.). There has never been a more unique blend of ‘Northern 
city boy Italian partial-redneck country lovin’ class act in Hugo 
Boss shoes.’ He is the benchmark, the gold standard by which all 
future record men will be judged. I’ve truly loved every minute 
of working with him.” (2010)

20 JON LOBA (TIE)

BBR Music Group EVP

22SKIP BISHOP
Studio1Bee President/CEO

“Skip is the most self-motivated, creative person I have 
ever worked with,” asserts former Sony/Nashville EVP 
Butch Waugh. “I tell everyone Skip is a pioneer: he 
explores places in his own mind that don’t even exist 
in others. He knows no boundaries when it comes to 
ideas. It is a testament to his staff, since to work with 
Skip you must possess a faster internal motor than 
others, must be on the cutting-edge, be able to change 
direction on a dime without losing ground and be 
willing to throw caution to the wind in the name of 
accomplishing goals. 

“One story: Following an exhausting long night’s ef-
fort promoting records, Skip returned to his hotel room. Knowing he had to be back 
at it early the next day, he called the hotel’s front desk to set his wake-up call. He told 
the receptionist to please ring him at 6 am. Her reply was, ‘You just missed it.’ True 
story.” (2010)

23JOHNNY CHIANG
KKBQ/Houston Dir./Ops

“Admit you don’t know everything. Once you accept 
that, fi gure out what you’re not good at, then sur-
round yourself with people who are good at those 
things. As a leader, always give credit and accept 
blame, not the other way around.” (2013)

24JACK PURCELL
Big Machine SVP/Promotion

“One of the best kept secrets in Nashville is fi nally 
out,” says veteran record exec Nick Hunter, who 
worked with Purcell 

at Warner Bros. and Audium. “Jack is getting some 
of the credit he deserves for being someone who 
follows through on what he’s asked to do, not being 
afraid to say ‘no’ and telling the truth. At the end 
of the day, that’s what means the most. He started 
in the mailroom at Warner Bros., worked his way up 
to VP/Promotion, got his head chopped off there, 
joined me at our little label Audium and he and his 
dog Lucky took a David Lee Murphy single top 5. I 
think we sold 200 copies. Scott Borchetta was fi ring 
up his Big Machine, asked Jack to come on board 
and they haven’t done too bad. He has to be good 
if nothing else than the fact he doesn’t like baseball 
or auto racing.” (2010)

With APD/MD 
Christi Brooks.

POWER 31 ALL_STARS

At CMA Music Festival with son Kaleb and wife Tara as Thompson 
Square perform. (2011)



“Stephanie Quayle is one of country music s̒ 
rising superstars. Her new single has filled 
a void in country radio that listeners have 
been searching for. It is that timeless hit 

that everyone can connect to...” 
- Deb Turpin, PD / KSOP Salt Lake City 

““...home run of a vocal performance...”  
- Roughstock

“There s̒ a refreshing honesty and 
tenderness about this song that 

transcends ALL demos. I guess you can call 
it a HIT record! A hit is a hit is a hit!”  

- ED Hill, PD / KWOF Denver

“...Infinitely programmable.” 
- - Robert K. Oermann







C O U N T R Y

RCHECK
BEASLEY MEDIA GROUP SALUTES

FOR A DECADE OF EXCELLENCE!

25JOHN DICKEY
Former Cumulus EVP

“The power of persuasion only goes so far. There are 
limits to the gift of persuasion. And I don’t look bad in 
cowboy boots.” (2013)

26RANDY GOODMAN
Sony/Nashville Chairman/CEO

“When I met Randy in college, he was a musician and 
played in several bands,” says Lyric Street Sr. VP/A&R 

Doug Howard. “After 
graduation he went out 
as a road manager, so he had those experiences of 
what it was like to be a young musician trying to make 
it work. One time his band played a club and everyone 
was treated horribly. Several years into his career at 
RCA, that club was booked for a showcase featuring the 
label’s artists. It was a pretty big venue. Randy canceled 
the booking, and the owner called him to fi nd out why. 
Randy said, ‘Because I played your club and I know 
how you treat the musicians who play there. We don’t 
want our artists treated that way.’ And that speaks to 
Randy’s motivation, which has always been about the 
music. I don’t think any of those experiences have ever 
been forgotten. And that’s a gift.” (2009)

27JAN JEFFRIES
Former Cumulus SVP

“My two favorite things to do 
away from the radio: boat-
ing and hanging out on Lake 
Michigan near sweet home 
Chicago.’” (2011)

28KEVIN HERRING
Warner Music 

Nashville SVP/Promotion
“A bunch of young guns at 
Mercury in 1994. Wow, we 
were young! Me, John Ettinger, 
Theresa Durst, Pat Surnegie, 
Rocco Cosco and Michael Powers. What a team that was!” (2008)

29JOHN MARKS
Spotify Global Head/Country Programming

Favorite station/personality: WSAI/Cincinnati fueled my desire to get into 
radio. Jim Scott was in mornings and ended up being one of the most enduring 
personalities in Cincinnati. I think he’s 
still on the air in some capacity, and I 
had the privilege of working at WSAI 
with him in the late ‘70s.
Non-hit I thought should be a smash: 
“I’m Alive,” Johnny Thunder and sepa-
rately by Tommy James. I won the Johnny 
Thunder version in a radio contest.
Huge hit I couldn’t stand: Anything 
from Don Kirshner. Manufactured pop 
drivel that was very successful time and 
again. Chief offender – “Bang Shang A 
Lang,” The Archies.
Early radio interaction: I used to stay 
up late listening to WSAI’s Bud Stagg 
on my transistor under the pillow. He’d 
do phone-ins and I got to be on the air a couple of times. I ended up doing some 
voice work with him back when I came to work at WSAI. 
First music purchase: The Lovin’ Spoonful’s Greatest Hits.
Music poster in my room: The black silhouette of Bob Dylan with his color psyche-
delic hair. (2014)

30SHANE ALLEN(TIE)

Columbia SVP/Promotion
“Invest more time in people than in your own 
agenda, and never take yourself too seriously. 
Make the music your priority, trust your gut, run 
from drama and be grounded enough to have a 
life outside of work.” (2015, Letter To Me)

30CHARLIE COOK (TIE)

Cumulus VP/Country, Cumulus/Nashville 
OM, WSM-FM & WKDF PD
“Charlie scored a 30+ share at WWVA/Wheel-
ing, WV at a time when everyone thought 
AM was dead,” says McVay Media President 
Mike McVay. “He scored huge ratings when 

he programmed 
WMXJ/Miami, and 
that station wasn’t 
even Country. Three 
of us – Charlie, Doris 
McVay and I sat in 
my backyard in 1984 
and designed what 
would become McVay Media. He works harder than 
just about anyone I know. He has a unique ability 
to employ both the right side and the left side of 
his brain. He’s humble and genuine, never getting 
caught up in ‘playing the role.’” (2009)

30CARSON JAMES (TIE)

BBR Music Group SVP/Promotion
“Remember how you felt when you saw 
The Beatles for the fi rst time on the Ed 
Sullivan Show and how you told your-
self, ‘That’s what I want to do – music?’ 
Well stick with it, listen to the radio, 
learn to play guitar, study everything 
there is to know about it and don’t let 
anything stand in your way. Above all, 
approach it with honesty and maintain 
your integrity; it’s the only thing you’ll 
be able to take with you.” 
(2015, Letter To Me)                      CAC

With wife 
Haley.

POWER 31 ALL_STARS







POWER 31
The criteria are simple and imprecise at the same time. Airplay is 

currency at the nexus of record labels and radio stations, and 
currency equals power. Therefore the Power 31 are those with the 

greatest power to make or influence airplay decisions, as ranked here 
by the readers of Country Aircheck for 2016.

1MIKE DUNGAN
UMG/Nashville Chairman/CEO

2JOHN ESPOSITO
Warner Music Nashville Chairman/CEO

3 SCOTT BORCHETTA
Big Machine Label Group President/CEO

4ROD PHILLIPS
iHeartCountry SVPP/Brand Manager

5JEFF KAPUGI
CBS Radio VP/Country

WUSN/Chicago PD

6 CHARLIE COOK
Cumulus VP/Country

Cumulus/Nashville OM, WSM-FM & WKDF PD

7 RANDY GOODMAN
Sony/Nashville Chairman/CEO

8ROYCE RISSER
UMG/Nashville SVP/Promotion

9JIMMY HARNEN
Big Machine Label Group EVP

BMLG Records President

10 JON LOBA
BBR Music Group EVP

11KURT JOHNSON
Townsquare SVP/Programming

12 KEVIN HERRING
Warner Music Nashville

SVP/National Promotion

13JEFF GARRISON
Cox Country Format Leader

Cox/San Antonio Dir./Operations, KCYY PD

14 STEVE HODGES
Sony/Nashville

EVP/Promotion & Artist Development

15 MIKE MOORE
Entercom Dir./Country Programming

Portland VP/Programming, KWJJ PD

16 BECKY BRENNER
Albright & O’Malley & Brenner 

Consulting Partner

17JOEL RAAB
Joel Raab Associates 

Country Programming Consultant

18JOHNNY CHIANG
KKBQ/Houston Dir./Ops

19 KRISTEN WILLIAMS
Warner Music Nashville

VP/Promotion

20MIKE MCVAY
Cumulus & Westwood One

SVP/Content & Programming

21JACK PURCELL
Big Machine SVP/Promotion

22BOBBY BONES
Premiere’s The Bobby Bones Show

23CARSON JAMES
BBR Music Group SVP/Promotion

24 BOBBY YOUNG
Capitol VP/Promotion

25 GREGG SWEDBERG
iHeartCountry Brand Coord.

Western Great Lakes Region RSVPP
KEEY/Minneapolis PD

26 TIM ROBERTS
CBS Radio/Detroit

VP/Music Programming, WYCD PD

27 STEVE GEOFFERIES
EVP/Programming

iHeartCountry Brand Coord.,
KNIX/Phoenix PD

28 GEORGE BRINER
Valory SVP/Promotion

29 KEITH GALE
RCA SVP/National Promotion

30 LEE ADAMS
Broken Bow VP/National Promotion

31 RYAN DOKKE
Curb VP/Promotion
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The phone rang around 8am 
July 6, 2006. Radio and record 
industry vet Ralph Carroll was the 

fi rst to tell me a Los Angeles-based 
trade publication was reporting that 
Billboard’s parent company VNU was 
buying Radio & Records, which had been 
my home for more than 23 years. It’s an 
understatement to say my life completely 
changed that day. Here are a few previ-
ously untold stories from that tumultuous 
time in the birth of Country Aircheck. 

Billboard was set to take over Aug. 1. The two Nashville 
staffs were virtually parallel in make-up and no one was 
sure who would stay and who would go. In an informa-
tion vacuum, R&R/Nashville Associate Editor Chuck 
Aly, VP/Marketing Mary Forest Findley (née Campbell) 
and I began talking about starting our own publication 
somewhere in the middle of July. I’m not sure what we 
contemplated competing with a multi-billion dollar 
world-wide company, but we began discussing the idea 
regularly at local restaurant Bosco’s. It just felt duplici-
tous to speak of mutiny while in the R&R building.

We were also in talks with Mediabase because being 
able to publish the charts that had appeared in R&R
for more than eight years was critical. Huge thanks to 
Kraig Kitchen for giving us a chance, and to Philippe 
Generali and Alissa Pollack for their continuing sup-
port. At the time, however, our departure from R&R  
was still far from assured.

Most people thought I was fi red from R&R, but I 
actually resigned about a week after Billboard took 
over. They retained me, Chuck and Mary Forest, but 
initial meetings with the new upper management 
team hadn’t gone well. Perhaps after competing with 
them for 23 years, I couldn’t come to grips with adopt-
ing their philosophies. So, I quit. R&R management 
asked me to think about it for a week.

To talk me out of leaving, a longtime friend and Bill-
board executive came to Nashville. We talked for hours 
in an airport restaurant. He was going to double my 
salary, said I could write-in my own end date and 
offered a sizeable bonus at the end of my fi rst year. 
The turning point was realizing R&R management 
wouldn’t really be running things. Billboard execs 
would be the decision makers. The company that 
couldn’t beat us bought us, and they were putting the 
people who couldn’t beat us in charge of us. 

During that time, the merged company was planning 
for my departure. Shortly after formally resigning the 
evening of Aug. 15, a release went out announcing 
the late Wade Jessen would be adding R&R country 
oversight to his Billboard duties, at least in the interim. 
If I recall, the release referred to me as “exiting” – the 
time-honored trade publication euphemism for “fi red.” 

I saw the cursor move on its own across my computer 
screen. I was in my Nashville offi ce and on the phone 
with R&R’s Los Angeles offi ces, telling them I was 
resigning. I quickly realized IT was getting set to lock 
me out. What had been a fairly cordial conversation 
concluded with a request that I reboot my computer. 
Which I did. Eventually.

One of the best calls of my life came the next morn-
ing. After cleaning out our offi ces until about 3am, my 
wife Anne woke me at about 8am. Mike Curb was on 
the phone. He asked if it was true that I quit and was 
going to start a publication. Then he said, “I bought 
the fi rst ad on Casey Kasem’s American Top 40, I was 
the fi rst sponsor of Dale Earnhardt’s race car and I 
want to buy the fi rst ad in your new publication.” I was 
stunned. For the fi rst time I started to feel like this 
might actually work. Mike’s call was the beginning of 
an amazing outpouring of support from the record 
and radio communities. I was, and am, eternally grate-
ful, and humbled.

Scott Borchetta was one of Edgehill Café’s more 
prominent denizens, as we fortuitously discovered. 
Chuck and I set up shop at the coffee house about a 
block off Music Row. Free Wi-Fi, and we had to have 
someplace to meet. An added benefi t was seemingly 
half the music industry passing through in the course 
of a day. After about two weeks of chatting with Scott 
during his mid-afternoon latte break, the man who 
had started Big Machine Records just a year earlier 
told us we really couldn’t expect to run a business out 
of a café. He graciously offered us use of a couple of 
open offi ces. We gladly accepted, and gave Big Ma-
chine some free advertising in exchange. 

Our fi rst real crisis came fast. Three-year R&R sales 
star Mary Forest Findley was integral to our plan and 
team. But on our fi rst day, she told us she’d decided 
to remain with R&R. You’d have to know Mary Forest 
to know it was pointless trying to talk her out of a deci-
sion she had most likely spent hours deliberating. We 
expressed our disappointment, smiled, and told her 
we understood. As she left our Edgehill Café “offi ce,” 
Chuck and I looked at one another, devastated. Not just 

professionally, but personally. I imagine at least one of 
the three of us cried when we got home. I know I did.

My fi rst – and only – call was to former R&R sales 
person Jennifer Scruggs Switzer. Without hesitation 
she offered to handle advertising for us, despite the 
fact she was a bit busy with her own marketing com-
pany. I did put one condition on Jennifer. I told her 
under no conditions was she to call Mary Forest. It was 
imperative to respect her decision. 

An unlikely gift dropped in our laps as we were planning 
our fi rst issue. Struggling for a blockbuster fi rst-issue 
story idea, we learned Emmis pulled the plug on 25-year 
Country outlet KZLA/Los Angeles. The move left a hole 
in the format in market No. 2 and we covered every 
aspect of how KZLA’s demise would impact the country 
industry. The piece would not have been complete with-
out comments from Emmis President/Radio Rick Cum-

mings, who was on vacation but graciously succumbed to 
my desperate pleas for an interview.

Another crisis came shortly after publication. A 
company in Houston had a product called “Air-
check,” which was traffi c-scheduling software for 
radio stations. They offered to let us use the name 
for $25,000 up front, $500 a month and a percentage 
of profi ts. I guess we were so busy trying to get this 
thing launched that trademarking the name skipped 
our minds. I kept a running dialogue with them while 
simultaneously having a lawyer scramble to see if we 
could get a trademark. Long story short, our attorney, 
Rob Baker, who is now Brett Eldredge’s manager, was 
able to secure a mark for us because we were in a dif-
ferent category than the software maker. Whew.

I’ve probably never admitted this publicly before, but we 
thought one of our greatest gifts came from R&R. While 
the late Wade Jessen did a great job in an interim role, 
I don’t think writing a weekly piece on radio is what he 
really wanted to do. Chuck and I fully expected R&R to 
hire a new Country Editor quickly. There was too much 
revenue on the line to delay. In fact, we fully expected 
them to hire R.J. Curtis, the KZLA PD displaced by the 
format change. But for some inexplicable reason, R&R
not only didn’t hire RJ – who was already in L.A., had a 
stellar Country programming resume and was looking 
for work – they didn’t hire anybody.

R&R waited until January 2007 to hire a Country 
Editor, and it was indeed RJ. But that gave us a fi ve 
month cushion to get Country Aircheck’s brand and 
identity established. We didn’t have to invent a new 
style or journalistic voice. We could just continue us-
ing what we had built while at R&R. 

Years later I was told – by RJ – that he had indeed 
talked to R&R within days of his KZLA departure, 
and that great interest was expressed in him joining 
the company. With no basis in fact whatsoever, we 
could only speculate that perhaps they waited until a 
new fi scal year to bring him aboard. 

The best thing to ever happen in those early days was 
Jennifer Switzer ignoring my admonition to not con-
tact Mary Forest. Even today, Jennifer is quick to point 
out she never called Mary Forest ... she went to see her. 
So technically, she didn’t break her vow.

Chuck and I were sitting at the Edgehill Café when 
we saw Jennifer and Mary Forest walking in together. 
As only Jennifer could, she somehow convinced Mary 
Forest to reconsider. I don’t remember the exact con-
versation. What I vividly recall, however, is the four of 
us hugging and crying in the middle of a coffee house. 
People must’ve thought we were nuts. I didn’t care. We 
had Mary Forest back. And I knew we would be okay.

Shortly after leaving R&R, I was at the kitchen table 
with Anne, wondering what the hell I had done. I was 
pretty much a wreck anyway. Not only had I left a job 
of 23 years, our daughter was getting married that 
October. Money was fl ying out the door for that and 
a new business. I told Anne I felt I had nothing. I was 
never more wrong about anything in my life.
I soon realized I had 23 years of friends in the radio 
and record business; friends who would be there for 
us as we started on the most amazing journey. This 
reminds me that a few months into CA’s life, veteran 
radio programmer Ed Salamon said to me, “All of 
your friends knew you should start your own publica-
tion. We weren’t sure you knew you should.” It’s those 
friends – you – who have brought us to the 10th an-
niversary of Country Aircheck. 

Finally, I’ve said this many times before, but it’s im-
portant to write it here. I could not and would not have 
wanted to even attempt to do this without Chuck and 
Mary Forest. Their friendship and dedication to Coun-
try Aircheck, starting with the leap of faith to leave great 
jobs to go with me, is what has brought us to this place. I 
am eternally grateful to them, and to all of you.       CAC

THE 
STORY 
OF US

Launching 
Country Aircheck

Ten What: At our 10-year anniversary party 
(top) are Lon Helton (l) and Chuck Aly. 
Above at the same event are many of the 
company’s staffers and contributors includ-
ing (l-r) Jerry Holthouse, Grace Lenehan, 
Russ Penuell, RJ Curtis, Aly, Helton, Jennifer 
Switzer, Jess Wright, April Johnson, Shelby 
Farrer, Mary Forest Findley, Wendy New-
comer, Brad Helton and Kelley Hampton. 
And at right, an advertisement from our 
fi rst issue, published Aug. 22, 2006.

By Lon Helton



CURB ARTISTS IN THE TOP 100
#1        RODNEY ATKINS         “Watching You”  Curb

#6     RODNEY ATKINS   “If You’re Going Through Hell”  Curb

#21    RODNEY ATKINS   “Take A Back Road”  Curb

#37    RODNEY ATKINS   “These Are My People”  Curb

#43    RODNEY ATKINS   “Cleaning This Gun (Come On...)”  Curb

#54    RODNEY ATKINS   “Farmer’s Daughter”  Curb

#76    TIM MCGRAW   “Felt Good On My Lips”  Curb

#77    JERROD NIEMANN  “Lover, Lover”  SeaGayle/Arista

#88   LEE BRICE    “Love Like Crazy”  Curb

#93   JERROD NIEMANN  “Drink To That All Night”  SeaGayle/Arista

MIKE CURB
Country Aircheck's Power 31 All Stars
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C O N G R AT U L AT E S

O N  10  Y E A R S

C O N G R AT U L AT I O N S :
RYAN DOKKE
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JERROD NIEMANN
& LEE BRICE

COMING OCTOBER 10TH

MY GIRL
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SONGS
TOP 100 

OF OUR DECADE
(2006-2016)
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1 RODNEY ATKINS Watching You Curb

2 CARRIE UNDERWOOD Before He Cheats 19/Arista

3 ZAC BROWN BAND Chicken Fried Atlantic/HomeGrown/BPG

4 BILLY CURRINGTON              Good Directions Mercury

5 JAMES OTTO                    Just Got Started Lovin'... Warner Bros.

6 RODNEY ATKINS If You're Going Through... Curb

7 KID ROCK All Summer Long Top Dog/Atlantic

8 JAKE OWEN Barefoot Blue Jean Night RCA

9 LADY ANTEBELLUM Need You Now Capitol

10 DARIUS RUCKER                 Alright Capitol

11 JASON ALDEAN She's Country Broken Bow

12 BLAKE SHELTON Honey Bee Warner Bros./WMN

13 THOMPSON SQUARE Are You Gonna Kiss Me... Stoney Creek

14 KENNY CHESNEY Beer In Mexico BNA

15 ZAC BROWN BAND Whatever It Is Atlantic/HomeGrown/BPG

16 ZAC BROWN BAND Toes Atlantic/HomeGrown/BPG

17 BILLY CURRINGTON              People Are Crazy Mercury

18 TRACE ADKINS You're Gonna Miss This Capitol

19 RASCAL FLATTS Life Is A Highway Walt Disney

20 JOE NICHOLS Gimmie That Girl Show Dog-Universal

21 RODNEY ATKINS Take A Back Road Curb

22 LADY ANTEBELLUM I Run To You Capitol

23 DIERKS BENTLEY Sideways Capitol

24 ERIC CHURCH Springsteen EMI Nashville

25 FLORIDA GEORGIA LINE Cruise Republic Nashville

26 ZAC BROWN BAND F/J. BUFFETT Knee Deep SouthernGrnd/Atlantic/BPG

27 KENNY CHESNEY Don't Blink BNA

28 JASON ALDEAN Big Green Tractor Broken Bow

29 ERIC CHURCH Drink In My Hand EMI Nashville

30 DIERKS BENTLEY Free And Easy (Down... Capitol

31 JASON ALDEAN My Kinda Party Broken Bow

32 JASON ALDEAN Dirt Road Anthem Broken Bow

33 TRACY LAWRENCE Find Out Who Your... Rocky Comfort/CO5

34 MIRANDA LAMBERT               Gunpowder & Lead Columbia

35 KIP MOORE Somethin' 'Bout A Truck MCA

36 DARIUS RUCKER                 Don't Think I Don't... Capitol

37 RODNEY ATKINS These Are My People Curb

38 JOSH TURNER                   Why Don't We Just Dance MCA

39 GARY ALLAN Watching Airplanes MCA

40 DARIUS RUCKER                 Wagon Wheel Capitol

41 MIRANDA LAMBERT               White Liar Columbia

42 RASCAL FLATTS My Wish Lyric Street

43 RODNEY ATKINS Cleaning This Gun... Curb

44 ZAC BROWN BAND/A. JACKSON As She's Walking Away SouthernGrnd/Atlantic/BPG

45 MIRANDA LAMBERT               The House That Built Me Columbia

46 TAYLOR SWIFT Our Song Big Machine

47 LUKE BRYAN I Don't Want This Night... Capitol

48 BRAD PAISLEY She's Everything Arista

49 CARRIE UNDERWOOD Undo It 19/Arista

50 CHRIS CAGLE What Kinda Gone Capitol

51 LUKE BRYAN Rain Is A Good Thing Capitol

52 JASON ALDEAN Crazy Town Broken Bow

53 TRACE ADKINS Ladies Love Country Boys Capitol

54 RODNEY ATKINS Farmer's Daughter Curb

55 LUKE BRYAN All My Friends Say Capitol

56 RANDY HOUSER How Country Feels Stoney Creek

57 JOSH TURNER                   Would You Go With Me MCA

58 BRETT ELDREDGE Don't Ya Atlantic/WMN

59 SUGARLAND Settlin' Mercury

60 RANDY HOUSER Runnin' Outta Moonlight Stoney Creek

61 ZAC BROWN BAND Keep Me In Mind SouthernGrnd/Atlantic/BPG

62 KENNY CHESNEY Never Wanted Nothing... BNA

63 BLAKE SHELTON All About Tonight Reprise/WMN

64 CHRIS YOUNG Gettin' You Home (The... RCA

65 LUKE BRYAN Country Girl (Shake It... Capitol

66 LADY ANTEBELLUM Downtown Capitol

67 JASON ALDEAN When She Says Baby Broken Bow

68 DARIUS RUCKER                 Come Back Song Capitol

69 MIRANDA LAMBERT               Mama's Broken Heart RCA

70 ELI YOUNG BAND Crazy Girl Republic Nashville

71 BLAKE SHELTON God Gave Me You Warner Bros./WMN

72 TOBY KEITH God Love Her Show Dog

73 ELI YOUNG BAND Even If It Breaks Your... Republic Nashville

74 SAM HUNT Leave The Night On MCA

75 LUKE BRYAN Drunk On You Capitol

76 TIM MCGRAW Felt Good On My Lips Curb

77 JERROD NIEMANN Lover, Lover Sea Gayle/Arista 

78 KEITH URBAN Kiss A Girl Capitol

79 DUSTIN LYNCH Where It's At Broken Bow

80 BRETT ELDREDGE Beat Of The Music Atlantic/WMN

81 JASON ALDEAN/K. CLARKSON Don't You Wanna Stay RED/Broken Bow

82 LUKE BRYAN Do I Capitol

83 CARRIE UNDERWOOD Cowboy Casanova 19/Arista

84 BLAKE SHELTON Boys 'Round Here Warner Bros./WMN

85 ERIC PASLAY Friday Night EMI Nashville

86 BRANTLEY GILBERT Country Must Be... Valory

87 THOMAS RHETT It Goes Like This Valory

88 LEE BRICE Love Like Crazy Curb

89 DAVID NAIL                    Whatever She's Got MCA

90 FLORIDA GEORGIA LINE Get Your Shine On Republic Nashville

91 JAKE OWEN The One That Got Away RCA

92 TOBY KEITH American Ride Show Dog

93 JERROD NIEMANN Drink To That All Night SeaGayle/Arista

94 KEITH URBAN Sweet Thing Capitol

95 KENNY CHESNEY Somewhere With You BNA

96 KENNY CHESNEY American Kids Blue Chair/Columbia

97 THE BAND PERRY If I Die Young Republic Nashville

98 LADY ANTEBELLUM Bartender Capitol

99 CARRIE UNDERWOOD Blown Away 19/Arista

100 ZAC BROWN BAND Homegrown SouthrnGrnd/Varvatos/BMLG
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ARISTA
Carrie Underwood's "Dirty Laundry" continues to 
clean up on the charts, following her previous three 
Storyteller singles all going No. 1. Look for her on The 
Storyteller Tour and on the 50th CMA Awards with co-
host Brad Paisley, who'll once again be playing some 
college dates this fall. "Our new band Lanco have a Jay 
Joyce-produced project, and their debut single Long 
Live Tonight' is out now,” says VP/Promotion Josh 
Easler. Lanco will open for Brothers Osborne this 
quarter. Newlywed Cam is fresh off the Dierks Bentley 
summer tour and is now headlining her own dates 
and working on new music. "Lastly, we will introduce 
the world to newcomer Seth Ennis," says Easler. "Seth 
is a Georgia native and is a true singer-songwriter. 
More on him soon!"

AVERAGE JOES
Colt Ford returns to radio with "4 Lane Gone" from 
his upcoming album Love Hope & Faith. It shows 
another side of Colt as an artist – the singing side. 
"Colt put his all into this new single and album," says 
VP/Promo & Mktg. Tony Morreale. "He's lost more 
than 50 pounds and is committed to fi nding and 
writing songs on a higher level. He's more confi dent 
as a singer and he's challenging himself across the 
board to give the fans what they deserve – a great new 
album. Everyone is going to fi nd something on this 
new album that they like!"

BIGBIG
Eric Chesser's "Yes" goes for adds soon. The single 
garnered 1.5 million streams in its fi rst week. "Many 
stations are already believers, and with many adds to 
come." says Pres. Tom Carey. Catch Chesser on his 
Southern Tour through December, ending with his Edu-
cational Scholarship Fundraiser "The Night Before 
Eve Party" Dec. 30. Chesser will also release holiday 
single "Christmas In The Country." BigBig's Johnny 
Rogers has a new Country Legends album and he'll kick 
off his new History of Country and Rock & Roll show in 
Branson, MO running Nov. 4-Jan. 30, 2017 at the old 
Tony Orlando Theatre.

BIG LOUD 
Debut artist Chris Lane releases his second single "For 
Her," the follow-up to his No. 1 "Fix" from Girl Prob-
lems. "Chris calls this highly relatable song his 'Back-
street Boys moment,'" says President Clay Hunnicutt. 
"It's sure to be a big hit with everyone and has the 
potential to be in several weddings over the next year." 
 Morgan Wallen makes his appearance as the sec-
ond artist on the label. "Morgan is an exciting 23-year-
old singer-songwriter with a dynamic vocal presence, 
a down-home personality and a sound straight out of 
the modern South," says Hunnicutt. Wallen's fi ve-song 
EP includes his debut single "The Way I Talk," at radio 
now. The Sneedville, TN native has spent the last year 

writing with hitmakers including Craig Wiseman and 
Rodney Clawson, and honing his studio craft with 
producer Joey Moi.

BIG MACHINE
Mississippi native/American Idol Season XV winner 
Trent Harmon introduces his new single "There's A 
Girl" to stations as he writes and records for his debut 
album. Tim McGraw follows "Humble And Kind" 
with "How I'll Always Be." "Tim continues to create 
the standard for male artists to be bold and balanced 
in life, love and career," says SVP/Promotion Jack 
Purcell. "He is the epitome of a Big Machine." The 
Cadillac Three's debut Bury Me In Boots is out now 
and Rascal Flatts have new music on deck for the 
fall, as well as their fi rst-ever Christmas record, which 
is stacked with classics. "Look for our multi-talented 
recording artist/actor Jennifer Nettles' profi le to hit 
another octave!" adds Purcell. "Her highest solo ef-
fort to date, 'Unlove You,' is a constant reminder that 
her voice, wisdom and female perspective is built on 
listener trust." Following two headline tours, look for 
Nettles in Dolly Parton's Christmas Colors: Circle of Love
airing this fall. The host of ABC's Country Christmas is 
bringing that same spirit to a Christmas album, due 
Oct. 14. 

BIG SPARK
"Our fl agship artist Olivia Lane has really come in to 
her own this year with a heavy touring schedule and 
constant writing with some great names, including her 
producer Ilya Toshinskiy,” says Big Spark Music Group 
VP/GM Dennis Kurtz. "Her self-titled EP, released 
in July, shows her undeniable growth this year. We're 
excited for everyone to fi nally hear her new music."

BLACK RIVER
Look for Kelsea Ballerini to follow "Peter Pan" with 
a new single this fall. "We can't thank our friends at 
Country radio enough for their incredible support of 
Kelsea during this journey," says VP/Promotion Mike 
Wilson. "She has been writing and working on her 
next album and I have to tell you, its next-level stuff." 
Wilson says that buzz you hear is about Jacob Davis. 
"He's another phenomenal writer and artist," he adds. 
"We can't wait to introduce you to him."

BMLG RECORDS
Brett Young's debut single "Sleep Without You" con-
tinues to climb the charts as his self-titled EP landed 
inside the Top 10 at iTunes upon release. Florida 

Georgia Line follow up their No. 1 "H.O.L.Y." with 
"May We All" featuring Tim McGraw, from their third 
studio album Dig Your Roots. "The BMLG Records 
team will hit the road during fourth quarter with new 
artist Ryan Follese for a nationwide radio tour," says 
VPP Matthew Hargis, "and his debut self-titled EP is 
already on iTunes."

BROKEN BOW
"We could all use 'A Little More Summertime,' espe-
cially going into the fall," says VP/National Promo Lee 
Adams, "and the ACM Entertainer of the Year delivers 
with his current single." Jason Aldean's They Don't 
Know is out now and also features his No. 1 "Lights 
Come On." Dustin Lynch has been "Seein' Red" all 
over the country while touring with Luke Bryan. The 
single is from his upcoming third album. Also, Dustin 
kicks off a fall tour with Chris Young. And now that 
you know his name, Jordan Rager brings radio a new 
song co-penned by Chris Janson called "Now That I 
Know Your Name," going for adds Sept. 19.

CAPITOL
Dierks Bentley and Elle King continue to bring emo-
tional understanding to the masses with "Different 
For Girls." Expect a new single from Bentley's album 
Black in October. Luke Bryan's chart burner "Move" 
will continue up the chart for most of the fall and ap-
proaching the holidays. Expect a new single from Kill 
The Lights before the end of the year. Luke's Farm Tour
EP, Here's To The Farmer, is out now. Darius Rucker is 
setting up his fourth Capitol album with new single "If 
I Told You." Hot on the heels of Jon Pardi's fi rst No. 
1, "Head Over Boots," his follow up from the chart-
topping California Sunrise, "Dirt On My Boots" is off 
and running. "If you haven't heard this album, you 
really, really need to listen," advises VP/Promo Bobby 
Young. He adds, "Mickey Guyton's second single 
'Heartbreak Song' is on its way up the chart, position-
ing her as the breakthrough artist of 2017." Young 
predicts Keith Urban's "Blue Ain't Your Color" will 
end the year as the fourth No. 1 from Ripcord. "Little 
Big Town has been recording their new album," adds 
Young, "and we hope to release the debut track the 
fi rst week in October. It's possible you may have it 
even a week earlier. It's also exciting to know we could 
have new Lady Antebellum music soon."

COLD RIVER
The support of 100 monitored stations gave Drew 
Baldridge a strong debut with "Dance With Ya." "We 
are excited to partner with New Revolution to launch 
Drew's new single 'Rebound' this fall and fi nish his 
radio tour as we enter 2017," says VP/Promo Jim 
Dandy. "Drew's energy, determination and positive at-
titude is contagious for everyone around him. He has 
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everything it takes to become a superstar in country 
music. And Placer Creek Publishing continues to grow 
beyond our own expectations, with Maggie Baugh at 
the helm writing and recording songs for her fi rst EP."

COLUMBIA
Kenny Chesney is "Setting The World On Fire" with 
his next album, Cosmic Hallelujah, out Oct. 28, while 
Maren Morris will continue driving in the fast lane 
with "80s Mercedes." "'Everybody We Know Does' will 
be Chase Rice's anthem of the year that launches his 
new album early in 2017," says SVPP Shane Allen. Also 
look for new music from Tyler Farr in Q4. 

CURB
"Jerrod Niemann and Lee Brice are spreading 'A Little 
More Love' into the fall," says VP/Promo Ryan Dokke. 
"Both Jerrod and Lee are putting the fi nishing touches 
on new albums – the best each of them has done yet." 
Dokke points to Dylan Scott's more than 500,000 career 
downloads and more than 15 million YouTube views, 
plus streams on Spotify, Pandora, Shazam. "Every met-
ric available – particularly 18-34 – he crushes," he says. 
"'My Girl' is ready to be a big hit and Country radio is 
going to allow Dylan to rise to the next level this fall." 
In other label news, Love And Theft are fi nishing their 
debut Curb single and Mo Pitney's debut album comes 
out before the holidays. Plus, Country radio will soon 
be introduced to Jackson Michelson.

DOT
Tucker Beathard will release his debut EP Oct. 7 along 
with a follow-up single to "Rock On" in mid-October. 
Drake White continues "Livin' The Dream" with a new 
single expected from his debut album Spark in December. 
White has been opening for label mates Zac Brown Band, 
who are working on their next project this winter while 
"Castaway" plays on the radio. Maddie & Tae are also in 
the studio this fall prepping the debut single from their 
sophomore album. "Expect incredible music to come 
from these two amazingly talented women," says VP/Pro-
mo Kris Lamb. Singer/songwriter Aaron Lewis is climbing 
the charts with his fi rst single for the label, "That Ain't 
Country" from Sinner. "Aaron is real," says Lamb. "He's a 
patriot. His muse is the common man and the common 
struggles of living a simple life in a complicated world."

DREAMLINED
"Keith Stegall's new label and promotion partners 
Star Farm have Kevin MaC's  '#Winning' breaking his 
beach vibe out of his home area of Norfolk/Virginia 
Beach with a Troy Gleason-directed video and six-song 
EP ready to drop," says GM Bob Cahill. "We are also 
teeing up Farewell Angelina's powerful and emotional 
tear-jerker 'If It Ain't With You' due to fan demand 
heading into the holidays."

EMERALD MUSIC GROUP
Tyler Steel's new single is called "Middle Seat," the 
fi rst from his new album Third Gear. "Tyler is the 
perfect combination of Kenny Chesney and Jason Al-
dean," says VP/Promotion Dan Hagar. "We're getting 
great response from radio."

EMI NASHVILLE
"Eric Church's 'Kill A Word' could prove to be one of the 
most important statements of the year," says VPP Jimmy 
Rector. "In a turbulent time, sometimes the message 
needs to be heard, and it is powerfully delivered by Eric." 
Church kicks off his 2017 tour in January, but not before 
Brothers Osborne bring "21 Summer" into the fall on 
their headlining tour. Gary Allan delivers new single "Do 
You Wish It Was Me," as does Eric Paslay, who co-penned 
"Angels In This Town." "Have you hit a show lately?" asks 
Rector. "Make sure to come see the energy level Eric 
brings to the crowd." Hillary Scott and the Scott Fam-
ily's Love Remains and lead single "Thy Will" continues 
receiving airplay at both Country and Christian radio. 
And fi nally, Rector says Alan Jackson's Angels and Alcohol
album "reminds us how great of a writer and vocalist the 
future Hall of Famer continues to be."

IN2UNE 
Matt Gary hits the road on a full Q4 radio tour promot-
ing his second single, which releases in January, reports 
VP Promotion/Management Jamice Jennnings. And 
while there's no offi cial date yet, newcomer Kaylee Rut-
land will be at radio before the end of the year. "We will 
continue bringing Margo Price to radio through the 
end of fourth quarter and continue with her second 
single 'Four Years Of Chances,'" adds Jennings.

MCA
As Josh Turner's debut single "Hometown Girl" from 
his 2017 album climbs the chart, listen for new music 
from both Sam Hunt and Kip Moore sometime in Q4. 
"Also on deck is a George Strait box set that contains 
new tracks, and a second single, ‘Good At Tonight,’ 
from David Nail's album Fighter," says VPP Katie Dean.

MERCURY
Summer Forever extends to Q4 with another single 
from Billy Currington's album of the same name. 
Chris Stapleton's "Parachute" floats up the charts as 
VPP Damon Moberly advises, "Don't miss him when 
he comes to your town!"  Lauren Alaina drives the 
"Road Less Traveled" as she preps for a full-length 
album, while The Band Perry set up their Mercury 
debut project, led by "Comeback 
Kid." After a DJ remix hit Europe 
last year, the original version of 
Easton Corbin's "Are You With 
Me" continues on the chart. Ca-
naan Smith is currently in the
studio working on his second 
album, and Kacey Musgraves will 
offer a Christmas album with 
several new songs.

MOMENTUM
"We are very excited about new music 
from Rachele Lynae," says Manag-
ing Partner Jimmy Murphy. "Look 
for something in fourth quarter '16 
or fi rst quarter '17. We also will be 
announcing new artist signings later 
this year."

NASH ICON
GM Jim Weatherson reports Ronnie Dunn's Tattooed 
Heart releases Oct. 21, containing lead single "Damn 
Drunk" (with Kix Brooks) and produced by Rascal 
Flatts' Jay DeMarcus.

NEW REVOLUTION
Big & Rich continue with "Lovin' Lately" (featuring 
Tim McGraw) from their Gravity album. Steve Moak-
ler's "Suitcase" packed more than 1,000 SiriusXM plays, 
40,000 singles sold and nearly 3 million streams before 
shipping to terrestrial radio. The label partnered with 
Cold River for Drew Baldridge's "Rebound." "His live 
show rivals anyone out there and he has entertainment 
running through his veins," says Principal Rob Dalton. 
If you have the 18-34 woes, Dalton says Jessie James 
Decker's "Lights Down Low" "speaks to this audience 
like no other. Her No. 1 demo is Female 20-29. Her 
No. 2 demo is Female 30-39. Jessie is a champion for 
the cell you want most." Dalton is just as effusive about 
Casey Donahew's "Kiss Me." "My eyes were opened 
when I saw Casey headline this year's KJKE Jake Jam," he 
says. "He delivered like an arena act. It's time to show 
the rest of the world this amazing artist." 

NINE NORTH/TURNPIKE
MUSIC/EDGEHILL
Lavendine's "Boomerang" remains a Q4 priority, as 
does Lauren Lizabeth's "To Be Young." "It's been years 
since an act broke out of New England (Jo Dee Mes-
sina was the last)," says Pres. Larry Pareigis. "Lauren's 

BMLGR’s Ryan Follese
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from the great state of Rhode Island, 
so it's her turn! Kevin Mason and I con-
tinue to work with management clients 
Jessica Rose and new – from Australia – 
Micks!" Look for new music from both.

RCA
Chris Young, Old Dominion, Miranda 
Lambert and Kane Brown all continue 
with their current singles. "We'll have the 
follow up single from Jake Owen's Ameri-
can Love album in October," says SVPP 
Keith Gale. "It will be a busy end to the 
year with RCA hits on the radio!"

REVIVER/1608
LoCash continues with "I Know Some-
body" and plan to have the third single 
from The Fighters at radio before the 
New Year. Thayer, MO's Michael Tyler
has already written a No. 1 song (Dierks 
Bentley's "Somewhere On A Beach") 
and the label has shipped his debut sin-
gle as an artist, "Crazy Last Night." "The 
entire project is incredibly strong, all 
co-written by Tyler and now complete 
for a 2017 release," says SVP/Promotion 
Bob Reeves. Josh Abbott Band contin-
ues to expand their presence outside 
of Texas and the Red Dirt circuit with 
"Wasn't That Drunk" from Front Row 
Seat. Reeves adds they'll use Q4 and into 
the new year to introduce new artist 
Erica Nicole. "She has a bigger-than-life 
personality and the voice to match," 
says Reeves. "You're going to love her!"

SHOW DOG
"Toby Keith's new single 'A Few More 
Cowboys' will take us through the 
fourth quarter for a CD release slated 
for early 2017," says VP/Promo Rick 
Moxley. Newly signed Waterloo Revival
are in the studio working on their fi rst 
release for the label.

SILVERADO
Vol. 1 of Silverado Signature Songwriters Se-
ries featuring Minnesota native Zack Dyer
looks to a November release. "His smooth 
vocals and authentic words will make this 
cool mini-EP a solid, well-thought-out lis-
ten," says CEO Scott Thomas. Also in No-
vember, look for A Silverado Family Christ-
mas featuring Dyer, Tony Winkler and 
more. "As we've worked hard this year to 
build our new label, we've made lots of 
great connections and relationships," says 
Thomas. "This holiday record features 
some of the people we've bumped into 
along the way and will feature the original 
track 'Snow Day' co-written by Dyer and 
Lisa Whitters."

STAR FARM
Basis Entertainment's David Ray
toured all summer with debut single 
"Light It up" and follows it up with 
"EarthQuake," the title track of his 
new album. "On the heels of the wildly 
successful CMT show Still The King, we'll 

be working the title cut of the new Blue 
Cadillac album from Billy Ray Cyrus, 
Thin Line,” says Star Farm President 
Michael Powers. Also in Q4, Star Farm 
will continue working Rebel Engine art-
ist Stephanie Quayle's "Drinking With 
Dolly" and Lucas Hoge's "Boom Boom."

STONEY CREEK
Parmalee's "Roots" are growing in Q4 
while Thompson Square testify "You 
Make It Look So Good." Randy Houser
will continue "Chasing Down A Good 
Time" on Country radio and on tour 
with Dierks Bentley. "Adam Craig co-
wrote Parmalee's Top 5 'Close Your 
Eyes,'" says VP/Promo Chris Loss. "Now 
it's time for the powerhouse vocalist to 
enjoy success on the mic himself with 
'Reckon.'"

THIRTY TIGERS
Asheville, NC native Luke Combs al-
ready books more than 200 shows a year 
and sells out venues across the country, 
many in fi rst-time markets. His debut 
single "Hurricane" from his six-song 
EP This One's For You is out digitally and 
Combs will add seven new songs to com-

plete his debut album of the same name 
Oct. 7. "Luke Combs is the perfect com-
bination of outlaw spirit and everyman 
relatability, delivered with expressive 
melodies, powerful lyrics and big hooks," 
says VP/Promotion & Artist Develop-
ment Pam Newman. VP/Country Music 
Mgmt. Anthony "Gino" Genaro reports 
Aaron Watson is headed into the studio 
with Marshall Altman this fall to record 
the follow up to his No. 1 The Underdog. 
Look for a Q4 lead single release and a 
Q1 2017 album release.

TTA
Founder/CEO John Ettinger says the 
TTA team has added team member 
EJ Bernas around the formation of 
promotion wing Up Promotions. Ad-
ditionally, look for Hudson 
Moore's new single in Q4 as he 
tours with Martina McBride on 
fall dates. "Moore is everyone's 
'next big thing,'" says Radio VP 
Ryan Barnstead. "Everywhere 
we go with him, his connection 
with radio and fans is obvious." 
Matt Stillwell will release a new 
single in October and announce 
radio promotions for his "Badges 
For Baseball" charity. "There's a 
bunch more in the pipeline," says 
Ettinger. "We have this unreal 
viral tune called 'Holladay Inn' 
with Tebey, Arabella Jones and 
Emerson Drive – and get ready 
for the launch of Alabama's Holli 
Mosley right around the holi-
days." Mosley has been recording 
at Fame Studios in Muscle Shoals 
with producer Rodney Hall.

VALORY
SVPP George Briner says Justin 
Moore's recently released, No. 
1-debuting Kinda Don't Care has 
everyone talking at radio. After six 
consecutive No.1s, Thomas Rhett
is going into the studio to work 
on his third album, out next year. 
Brantley Gilbert, who's wrapping 
up his Take It Outside Tour, offers 
current single "The Weekend," 

the lead single from his forthcoming 
November album. Eli Young Band are 
enjoying a return to radio with their fi rst 
Valory release, "Saltwater Gospel." "And," 
adds Briner, "plans are in the works for 
Tara 'Damn!' Thompson's next single, the 
follow-up to her sassy debut, 'Someone To 
Take Your Place.'"

WAR
Following their second consecutive No. 1 
"From The Ground Up," Dan + Shay will 
release a new single from Obsessed soon, as 
well as hit the road with Chris Young and 
headline their own tour. Frankie Ballard
will smoke through the cold months with 
his uptempo "Cigarette," the second offer-
ing from new album El Rio. Chris Janson's 
fan favorite "Holdin' Her" continues its 
march toward the top. "His performance 
of this song at the New Faces show earlier 
this year was the highlight of the night," 
says VP/Promo Chris Palmer. Catch Chris 
on the Buy Me A Boat Tour before he hits 
the studio later this year to begin writing 
and recording for his next album. "Jana 
Kramer's 'Circles' continues to establish 
her as a core female artist in the format," 
says Palmer. "Her singles have been certi-
fi ed gold and platinum and she has more 
than 135 million streams to date." The 
Last Bandoleros will continue crisscross-
ing America bringing their unique brand 
of country music from border to border, 
while Charlie Worsham will have new 
music. "He has been working hard in the 
studio with famed producer Frank Liddell 
creating the follow-up to his critically 
acclaimed debut album," reports Palmer. 
"We'll also begin setup on a captivating 
18-year-old singer-songwriter from the Pa-
cifi c Northwest named Bailey Bryan. We'll 
be hitting radio in the fall with a single in 
early 2017."

WEA
"We are bringing the heat this fall," says 
VP/Promo Jordan Pettit, pointing to 
High Valley's "Make You Mine" from 
their debut album coming out this fall, 
as well as Michael Ray's third single 
from his debut album, "Think A Little 
Less." "A buzz precedes Aubrie Sellers
before we introduce her unique brand 
of 'Garage Country' to radio with her 
debut single October 17," says Pet-
tit. "Aubrie penned every song on her 
self-released album that has brought 
much critical acclaim and an impres-
sive touring schedule opening for 
Chris Stapleton and playing Bonnaroo, 
Stagecoach, ACL Festival and Watershed." 
Pettit adds Ryan Kinder has been hard 
at work in the studio and to expect new 
music from him by year's end.

WHEELHOUSE
"Wheelhouse will concentrate on work-
ing Granger Smith's sophomore single 
'If the Boot Fits' following his debut No. 
1 'Backroad Song,'" says VP/Promo-
tion Teddi Bonadies. "Runaway June's 
'Lipstick' is a major priority. The team will 
continue to introduce this special female 
trio to Country radio nationally as well as 
promote the single. Their unique sound 
is proving to grow fans at radio as well as 
their fan base." Additionally, Trace Adkins
will release a new album in the coming 
months, led by current single "Lit."

WMN
After peaking Blake Shelton's "She's 
Got A Way With Words," look for the 
third single from If I'm Honest – and 
look for its singer on Season 11 of The 
Voice as well as the fi nal dates of his 2016 
tour. Following his platinum-selling 
"You Should Be Here," Cole Swindell
offers current single "Middle Of A 
Memory." Don't miss "Judge Swindell" 
on the Miss America pageant  Sept. 
11, or on the road with Florida Georgia 
Line through the end of October. His 
headlining Down Home Tour starts Oct. 
26, accompanied by his Down Home Ses-
sions III EP. As Brett Eldredge's "Wanna 
Be That Song" climbs the chart and he 
wraps his dates with Keith Urban, he'll 
also release his fi rst-ever Christmas al-
bum, Glow. The collection was recorded 
in the legendary Avatar studio in New 
York City. William Michael Morgan's 
debut album Vinyl comes out Sept. 30 
and includes "I Met A Girl." "Warner 
Music Nashville is incredibly proud to 
welcome RaeLynn to the family," says 
VP/Promotion Kristen Williams. "She's 
always been family, it's just offi cial now!" 
RaeLynn will tour with her former The 
Voice coach, Shelton, this fall in support 
of her debut single for the label, "Love 
Triangle." Brandy Clark launches Q4 
with "Love Can Go To Hell" from Big 
Day In A Small Town, while Hunter 
Hayes has been busy touring, writing 
and recording. Look for new music 
from him soon.                          CAC
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BOB PITTMAN 
Clear Channel CEO 
December 2011

Radio is the most nimble 
business. It’s the most creative 
and the most competitive 
business I’ve ever been in, 
and that turns me on. Dur-
ing the time I’ve spent in 
TV, theme parks, real estate, 
Internet, etc., I’ve always said 
radio is the best training I’ve 
ever had. 

MIKE DUNGAN
UMG/Nashville Chairman
December 2014

There are too many artists, managers and label 
people in the world who think of radio as the enemy. 

I preach, and this company 
preaches, the exact opposite. 
Radio is not the enemy. They 
have jobs to do and we need 
to work together to help them 
accomplish their job and help 
them help you accomplish 
your goals at the same time. 
And the best way to do that is 
to give them killer music. But 
artists also have to show them 
that they’re a star. When you 
go to dinner, you can’t just 
become a wallfl ower and fall 

away. I’m not looking for the world’s most gregarious 
people, but you’re on from the minute you wake up in 
that hotel room in Des Moines until you lay your head 
back down on the pillow. 

SCOTT BORCHETTA
Big Machine President
December 2007
We broke even our fi rst year and we’re very black. 
We’re beautifully black ... Putting this together I 
did three projections – a disaster plan, a survival 
plan and an aggressive plan. Taylor has hit the ag-
gressive plan – touchdown. We absolutely planned 
for success. But did I write down that we’d be 
double-platinum? No. It hasn’t totally sunk in that 
she just won the CMA Horizon Award, the record’s 
double-platinum, she has a major tour for next year 
and her next 18 months are done. I’m just happy 
we were able to deliver for the artists and label staff-
ers who trusted we could do this. That’s the most 
gratifying thing. 

JOHN ESPOSITO
Warner Music Nashville President
CRS 2010

I hope the A&R and promotion departments 
have the deepest of relationships. I’ve said this to 
my A&R department and I’ve said it in front of 
the entire staff: If everybody is picking the single, 
I don’t know who to shoot. At the end of the day, 
your A&R department’s job is to be masterful at 
finding that artist and the song. I would hope 
they are partners and bring the promotion person 
down to say, “Hey, what do you think?” But what 
I’ve noticed is people can get wobbly and inde-
cisive if they’re starting to ask everybody to have 
input. When I talk about un-cluttering, I have a 
sense that’s not a unique trait that had been going 
on here, that single selection by committee had 
been an impediment in other places. I’m one who 
believes in conviction, and it starts there. That’s 
what A&R’s job is. 

SPOKEN     
WORD

A Decade 
Of Industry 
Leaders

From our fi rst, Toby Keith, 
to this issue’s discussion 
with Caroline Beasley,
The Interview has been 
Country Aircheck’s sig-
nature showcase for the 
top business operat ors in 
country music and Country 
radio. Here’s a look back 
at a handful of the most 
notable moments.
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JOE GALANTE & GERRY HOUSE
Sony Chairman, WSIX/Nashville Morning Man
December 2010
GH: I don’t want to be judgmental about the chang-
es going on. I get it; it’s a business. I don’t think 
there’s a fertile learning ground left for people who 
do what I do, but there may be some different thing. 
The PPM technology apparently stands for Persecu-
tion Per Minute (laughs). I’ve been told content has 
to be dynamic, brilliant, beautiful and funny every 
minute. And I think, “Well, I’m always trying to do 
that.” But it’s almost like there’s no room for error 
anymore; you don’t get the chance to bomb a few 
times. You get an EKG of your activity that day, and if 
it wasn’t good, they pronounce the patient dead, and 
I think that’s dangerous.
JG: As Gerry says, there’s a magnifying glass on 
shorter-term. I’ve always told the staff that you do 
what’s right for the artist, build the brand, and 
we’re all going to be fi ne. And I still believe that, 
if you have an artist you can build into a brand. 
But people are quicker to pull the trigger and say, 
“Well, there’s nobody there.” I look at the artists 
I’ve worked with and wish I could tell you that, 
regardless of whether it was Dolly Parton or Kenny 
Chesney, they all broke on their fi rst record. Didn’t 
happen. It’s development. And I think the same is 
true of air personalities.

CLAY HUNNICUTT
iHeartMedia EVP/GM 
National Programming 
Platforms 
CRS 2015
There is that fear-baiting notion 
that we’re in a headlong rush 
toward robot dayparts...

The best wins, whether 
that’s live, syndicated, a week-
end countdown or anything 
else. The best show wins 
and that’s what it should be 

about. The listeners tell you, and I really like that.

BLAKE SHELTON
December 2012

More than anything I worry 
about losing my spot in coun-
try music because that is easily 
the most important thing 
in the world to me when it 
comes to my career. And 
when it comes to my personal 
life, even. God-dang-it, coun-
try music is my heart. That’s 
always the thing that has been 
in the back of my mind. Am I 
spending too much time with 
television? But the CMAs this year shook me up a little 
bit with the Entertainer award. 

JEFF SMULYAN
Emmis Chairman 
CRS 2013

Clearly the industry is 
worse off [post-consolida-
tion]. What’s interesting is 
the radio industry has not 
fragmented nearly as much 
as TV or the cable channel 
industry, but the percep-
tion of our industry is that 
it is fragmented like crazy. I 
can’t give a speech to college 
students without them want-

ing to talk about SiriusXM or Pandora or Spotify. Yet 
if you really look at the impact of those industries on 
our actual business, it’s negligible. But the perception 
out there is that we’re a dinosaur and we have to do 
something to change that.

STEVEN PRICE
Townsquare Chairman/
CEO
CRS 2011

In early 2009, our manage-
ment group got together at 
the peak of the economic 
meltdown and decided to be 
contrarian: When everyone 
was afraid to invest, we decided 
to make a relatively big invest-
ment somewhere. We looked 
at 15 different areas including 
cable, newspaper, television, 
movie theaters, summer camps, cable networks, and we 
ultimately decided radio was by far and arguably the best 
position for the future. 

First, it’s a local business, close to the consumer and 
proven to be effective. A phenomenal 92% of Americans 
still listen to the radio on average of 20 hours a week. 
Research says it’s still the most cost-effective and reliable 
mechanism for advertisers. Second, [consumers] love 
their radio brand. Third, it’s an ideal medium in a digital 
and multi-platform world. 

BOBBY BONES
September 2015
How do you think you were seen 
in Country at the outset?
They all hate me.
Was that a fair shake?
No. But I don’t deserve a
fair shake.
Why not?
There’s no such a thing as a 
fair shake. It looks like I was 
anointed king of the world 
to a lot of people, but I spent 
years grinding and slowly 
fi guring this thing out. We started with 30 stations 

and we wouldn’t be at 90 if we weren’t doing the little 
things. I know what it looks like. I get the perception. 
I just try not to be an asshole [to make it] hard for 
them to resent me. But I can’t control what other 
people feel or think about me. In the past year and a 
half, I’ve come to terms with that. 

LUKE LEWIS
UMG/Nashville Chairman
June 2008

I don’t know if [performance royalties] ever 
would have come to the forefront if record labels 
weren’t having such a rough time. We’ve kept our 
mouths shut for a long time about that. We’re not 
making enough money to keep our doors open or 
to thrive. What used to be unbelievably offensive to 
me was when broadcasters suggested we pay them 
to play our records. That’s so fucking backwards it 
makes my blood boil. Anybody with any brains ought 
to know better than that. People could say to me all 
day long, “You make money because we’re promot-
ing your product.” Bullshit. Radio makes way more 
money than us, using our free content. Radio pays its 
talent and everyone else who creates content. I know 
radio is paying songwriters, and God bless ’em. They 
should probably pay them more. But radio needs to 
pay the artists, the record labels and the people who 
own the content. I come down 
harshly on the side of that. I 
have no tolerance.
harshly on the side of that. I 
have no tolerance.

SPOKEN WORD

Luke 
Lewis
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JEFF KAPUGI
CBS Radio VP/Country 
December 2015

There’s probably more 
music in this format than any 
other in which I’ve worked. 
Radio stations can only 
realistically expose so much 
music, which varies based on 
what type of a programmer 
you are. There could be 70-75 
records out, maybe more, at 
any particular time – and a 
lot of them are really good, 
so that’s the great part. A lot 

of really good stuff is being left on the table, plus it can 
take a while to develop.

CBS Country stations have a hot AC mentality with 
60-75 spins a week. Pop stations have evolved from 
that to 110-125 times a week. Pop songs get through 
the cycle, research comes back and the Litmus test 
just happens faster. I wish there was a way to fi gure 
that out with Country.

DAN MASON 
CBS Radio
President/CEO
June 2013

I pushed the button to 
play the fi rst country song 
on WUSN/Chicago. I’ll 
never forget that moment. 
WUSN was playing the 
Beautiful Music format 
back then – one of the 
Schulte- type formats. I let 
a Barbra Streisand song 
run out completely, and stood at this stand-up control 
board with MD Nikki Courtney. We counted to 10, 
there was all that dead air, and then I pressed the 
green button on the cart machine to play Don Wil-
liam’s “Lord, I Hope This Day is Good.” And WUSN 
was born. That was 1982, I believe.

MARC CHASE
Clear Channel Sr. VP/Programming
September 2007

Do you have any basic laws of programming?
Protect the license! Pay attention!
What do PDs fail to pay attention to the most?
Listening to their radio stations. PDs get busy. They 

have sales departments to deal with, people calling 
them, people standing in their doorway and assholes 
from corporate asking for some report. They get busy 
and forget to pay attention to the things that are im-
portant to the listener. I’d like to wipe out the title of 

program director and rename the person responsible 
for the product a “listener advocate.” That’s what a 
PD’s title should really be. We need people who un-
derstand who their listeners are, why they come to our 
radio stations and how to make sure that while they’re 
there, it’s the best possible experience they can have – 
while still making money, because we are a business. 

BRAD PAISLEY
June 2015

I stopped watching charts 
a while back because it’s like 
watching the stock market. 
You could kill yourself and, 
obviously, people do jump out 
of buildings when they get bad 
news on Wall Street. You want 
to say, “Hey, lighten up. It’ll 
probably go back up.”

Do you stay abreast of the indus-
try? Lettuce and tomatoes?

A friend called and told me about that and I tweeted 
something. [Ed. Note: “When did we become Veggie Tales? 
And can I be the cucumber?”] That blew up in a weird way, 
but I like tomatoes a lot better than lettuce. And it inter-
ests me in multitudes of ways.

I’ve taken a break from a screenplay I was writing, 
but one of the things I learned about is the Bechdel 
test. A fi lm passes if at any point it shows two women 
having a conversation about something other than a 
man. You would not believe how low the percentage 
is for movies passing that test – Oscar nominees and 
winners. Run down a list of your favorite movies. You 
can’t write it off for circumstances, because mov-
ies are full of men having conversations about very 
meaningful things. And you can’t write it off to the 
way life is either because women do not sit around 
just talking about men. 

We’ve come a long way as a society and I’m not so sure 
art has kept up, which is weird because you would think 
art would lead the way. But don’t for a second think it’s 
country music’s fault alone. 

LARRY WILSON
Retired Radio Executive
CRS 2009

If you want to completely 
give up and go the national 
programming route, as it 
looks like some companies 
are going to do judging by the 
number of people they’re lay-
ing off, then you’re going to 
sound just like satellite radio 
.... You can’t fi re your morn-
ing team, pipe in a syndicated 
program for most of the day 

and still be heavily involved in your community. It takes 
a leap of faith to go back to live and local. I know, be-
cause I talked to some potential investors about it .... 

If you can’t do that, then don’t get into the busi-
ness, because the national thing will not 

work. And if I’m wrong, I’m wrong. But 
if I were a gambling man, I’d bet the 
ranch it won’t work. I recognize that 
[private equity companies] have a lot 
of smart people and everything, but 
they don’t have a clue about radio. 
Radio companies used to spend a lot 
of time searching for talent, develop-

ing talent and training salespeople. That stuff got cut 
a long time ago as some owners began to view it as just 
a “frivolous expense.” 

BOB KINGSLEY
June 2014

An ABC executive named John McConnell shows 
up in Weatherford, TX, sits down and, after I asked 
how he was, says, “You know what, we’re in love with 
our new host.” That was the fi rst thing out of his 
mouth. I said, “What did 
you say?” And he said, 
again, “We are in love with 
our new host.”

You didn’t know anything 
about this?

No! There was no reason 
to suspect anything was 
different. As a matter of 
fact, everything was growing 
and going fi ne. Obviously 
at some point they decided 
they wanted to go another 
direction, and I’ve always 
had a suspicion about how it went down, but it was 
a complete shock. I said something really cute like, 
“John, nice talking with you,” and walked him to the 
door. I remember slamming that door pretty hard. It 
took a little while, but within 24 hours I decided that I 
was not done and, particularly, not done this way. 

BOB MOODY
June 2007

Some consultant was critical of the way I went about 
doing some things. I said to him, “Well, you know, 
when you get right down to it, according to research, I 
guess I’m an idiot. But according to my right ring fi n-
ger, I’m in the [Country Radio] Hall of Fame, so I’m 
going with my right ring fi nger. And if that doesn’t 
work, I’ll give you the one in the middle.”      CAC
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portant to the listener. I’d like to wipe out the title of a leap of faith to go back to live and local. I know, be-
cause I talked to some potential investors about it .... 

If you can’t do that, then don’t get into the busi-
ness, because the national thing will not 

work. And if I’m wrong, I’m wrong. But 
if I were a gambling man, I’d bet the 
ranch it won’t work. I recognize that 
[private equity companies] have a lot 
of smart people and everything, but 
they don’t have a clue about radio. 
Radio companies used to spend a lot 
of time searching for talent, develop-

SPOKEN WORD

Marc 
Chase
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Country Aircheck:  I fi rst want to express our 
condolences on the recent loss of WQYK/Tam-
pa morning personality Dave McKay. WQYK 
has been a part of Beasley for less than two 
years, but when you have a family business like 
yours, I know the loss is deeply felt.  

Caroline Beasley: Thank you very much. As 
we were fi rst learning of his passing I was listen-
ing to the station and heard all of these amazing 
calls from listeners. Their kind words about Dave 
were so moving; it was very, very special. You re-
ally felt the power of radio and that special con-
nection people on the air have with their listen-
ers. We saw that again during his services, which 
were attended by a large group of listeners. 

It was also very touching to hear the artists 
calling in about Dave, and their compassion 
toward the station’s loss. It reminded us what an 
amazing community country really is.

Beasley Broadcast Group has such a great story 
– a family that loves radio owning and operating 
radio stations. When did that love affair begin 
for you?
I’ve done a number of interviews over the past 
month, but want to share something that I 
haven’t shared with others. My dad (company 
founder and Chairman George Beasley) has 
always had a passion for radio. When we were 
just small kids we would go on summer vacations, 
driving from North Carolina down to Florida. 
And we would literally stop along the road 
wherever he could fi nd a radio station. He’d just 
go knock on the door and we would walk in the 
radio station just to see how one radio station 
operated versus another. Everyone was always 
so welcoming. And even at fi ve or six years old 
I could feel how much people really loved what 
they were doing.

So, aside from growing up in the business, 
we spent our vacations visiting radio stations 
and I just naturally developed a passion for 
radio – one that continues to grow. That’s 
how I got started down this career path; 
and there was never any question for me. I 
knew I wanted to go to college and work in 
the business and never thought about doing 
anything else.

You’ve spent your entire career on the busi-
ness side. Did sales or programming ever 
come into play? 
No, I majored in business in college and 
think I have the personality for being on the 

business side. I’m serious – not that sales and 
programming are not serious – but I’m just 
very serious, very focused and very bottom-
line oriented. My dad steered me into the 
business area, but that’s what I like doing. 
It’s my comfort zone, which is why it’s just 
worked out well. 

Musical parents might get one child to play the 
bass, one to play guitar, one to play keyboard 
and one to sing. Did your dad orchestrate 
different areas for each of the kids who were 
in the business? Operations for one, program-
ming for another? 
A little bit, yes. My dad and I were actually 
talking about that a few weeks ago – how 
interesting it was that he felt my brother 
Bruce’s personality was more geared towards 
sales, so he kind of directed him into that 
area. Brian did a little of everything. Sales 
and operations are his area of expertise, if 
you will. Brad oversees Fort Myers, but he 
preferred the programming side and focused 
more in that area, although he also has 
experience in sales. I’m the more business-
minded one – so I was steered toward that. 
My parents actually talked about this, looked 
at our personalities and said, “Well, I think 
Caroline would be better focusing on the 
business side and going in that direction.” 

What’s your view of today’s radio business? 
Radio generates signifi cant free cash fl ow and 
is a great business to be in. Revenues aren’t 
growing as much as they used to, given all the 
competition in the marketplace. But because 
of the free cash fl ow and the margins that 
can be generated, it’s a very good business. 
Of course, it’s always important to keep in 
mind that we must continue to deliver good, 
local, entertaining content. That has to be our 
focus, because if it isn’t, then the business side 
goes away. 

How important is local to Beasley?
Very. We talked earlier about how listeners 
responded to Dave McKay’s death. Developing 
deep connections with your listeners distin-
guishes radio from other content delivery 
businesses. We have a local, special connection. 
We’re involved in the community. If something 
happens in our community, we are going to be 
there helping our listeners. That’s what Beasley 
is about and that’s what radio is about. 

CAROLINE 
  BEASLEY
THE INTERVIEW

It’s a Family Tradition

Shortly after graduating from the University of North 
Carolina Chapel Hill in 1983 with a degree in business, 
Caroline Beasley began her career at Beasley Broadcast 

Group. She joined older brothers Bruce, President, and Brian, 
COO, in the business founded in 1961 by their father George. 

Younger brother 
Brad is Market 
Manager of Beas-

ley’s six-station Fort Myers, FL cluster. During her 34 years with 
the company, Ms. Beasley has served as Business Manager, 
Asst. Controller, Corporate Controller and EVP/CFO. She was 
named Interim CEO four months ago.
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What are the challenges and pressures facing radio, 
including those that maybe weren’t even on the radar 
years ago?
The beauty of radio is that we’ve been able to adapt 
and change to the needs and wants of our listeners 
and our advertisers. That has enabled radio to remain 
relevant. Over the last fi ve to 10 years we’ve had to 
adapt and change to the digital age, and along with 
those changes come added costs. To remain relevant, 
we have to be on-air, online and mobile so that we’re 
everywhere our listeners want us to be. It takes an 
investment to do that and you must do it. That’s our 

future, and there will be added investments we will 
have to make as the world changes. We know that. 
Digital isn’t a big percentage of our business in terms 
of revenue right now, but it potentially can be.

In October of 2014, Beasley exchanged five sta-
tions in Philadelphia and Miami for 14 CBS radio 
stations in Tampa, Charlotte, and Philadelphia, 
strengthening your presence in Tampa and Char-
lotte. It’s not quite been two years, but has it ac-
complished what you hoped? 
Defi nitely. Before the swap we had two FMs in Phila-
delphia and two FMs and an AM in Miami. Almost 
60 percent of our revenue and cash fl ow was very 
concentrated among three of those stations. The 
swap enabled us to diversify our revenue and cash 
fl ow streams so that today no more than 10 percent of 
our revenue or cash fl ow is generated from any one 
station. Our primary goal was to de-risk the company, 
if you will, and we’ve defi nitely achieved that. We also 
wanted to have full clusters in markets, which we now 
have in Tampa and Charlotte. The Greater Media deal 
was not in our vision at that time and so we didn’t 
think there was a path for us to fully cluster in Miami 
or Philadelphia. So we chose to exit those markets in 
order to fully cluster in Charlotte and Tampa. 

Beasley is acquiring Greater Media and its 21 
stations in seven markets. You’ll be in four new 
markets – Detroit, and New Jersey cities Middlesex, 
Morrison, and Monmouth. Three markets where the 
company has existing properties expand – Philadel-
phia, Boston and Charlotte. How does this fi t into 
the overall company strategy?
Greater Media has been in business for 60 years, 
we’ve been in for 55 years. We both have passion 
for radio. The deal came about by reaching out to 
[Greater Media Chairman/CEO] Peter Smythe. We 
talked about the competitive environment we’re 
in today and I asked what he thought a combined 
company would look like versus us continuing to 
operate separately. We thought a combined com-
pany was more than one plus one equals two. And 
we still believe that. As far as what that does for 
the company – Beasley is primarily located in the 
Southeastern US while Greater Media is primarily 
located in the Northeast – combining the two com-
panies gives us tremendous reach along the Eastern 
seaboard, along with our very strong clusters in Las 
Vegas and Detroit. 

Does the CBS swap and Greater Media acquisition 
signal a new, aggressive growth mode for Beasley?
I would caution that. I think it’s strategic and a 
smart acquisition. Are we going to be out there 
just buying everything? No. We want to digest the 
Greater Media acquisition. We are looking to con-
tinue to grow, but we will grow smartly. We don’t 
want to over-lever our balance sheet, so we will make 
strategic decisions. We want to grow but we will grow 
when and where it makes sense. 

Two years ago Beasley owned 44 stations in 11 mar-
kets and now you have more than 70. That’s a lot of 
growth in a short time. And some added debt, which 
seems to be the scourge of some of today’s biggest 
broadcasters. How do you view debt and how do you 
operate to your standards with the added debt?
We’ve been able to signifi cantly reduce debt over the 
last several years and our focus has been to strength-
en our balance sheet. This endabled us to be in a 
position to acquire Greater Media. We are increasing 
our debt and leverage, but see a clear path to reduc-
ing it. If we didn’t see an avenue for paying down this 
debt, we would not have done this deal. We’re also 
using stock as currency, so it’s not an all-debt deal, 
which means we’re going to still be in a comfortable 
leverage situation. Our focus after closing on this deal 
will be to reduce debt and grow the cash fl ow. That’s 
the mentality of all our employees, as we’re a bottom 
line-focused company. Some companies are top-line 
focused, and yes, you have to grow revenue. But we’re 
more bottom-line and margin focused.

We’re not over-levering by buying these stations, 
and we believe that even with our intense focus on 

de-levering, we will have enough assets and capital 
to be able to continue to reinvest in our product. 
Because, going back to the product, the content, we 
have to deliver good, local content. But we operate 
fairly conservatively and our focus is on our balance 
sheets. We feel pretty comfortable that we’re going 
to be able to achieve the goals and to get the debt 
and leverage down near-term. 

Over the long term, are you a buyer or seller?
We want to continue to expand and grow our 
company. We may look to grow in areas that are 
complementary to radio just to further diversify 
our revenue and cash flow streams. We don’t have 
any plans to sell our company. We are a public com-
pany so if someone were to make an offer, we’re re-
quired to take a look at that. But we’re focused on 
operating, growing and protecting what we have. 

One of the challenges in any acquisition is the 
integration of cultures. How would you describe 
Beasley’s culture? 
We have a family-owned culture. However, we are a 
publicly held company, so we have systems and con-
trols in place that are required. When people think 
about Beasley they think about the family-owned 
company aspect. We like to hire the best people 
and we’d like for them to stay with us. Hiring and 
keeping the outstanding talent we have within our 
company is a priority.

Beasley owns some of Country’s top stations, in-
cluding WQYK/Tampa, WSOC/Charlotte, WKXC/
Augusta, WKML/Fayetteville, NC and KCYE/Las Ve-
gas. As you get a chance to look at Country revenue 
versus other formats, how is Country doing?
I like our Country stations because they do well. 
They generate significant cash flow and margin for 
our business. 

Are you a Country fan?
I grew up on country music in North Carolina; 
that’s pretty much what we listened to. I have to ad-
mit I strayed away from country and have listened 
more to Top 40 in recent years. But in the weeks 
since Dave’s passing and hearing the music on 
‘QYK, I’ve started listening more and more to all 

our Country stations. I like today’s music and find 
myself gravitating back towards Country because of 
the music. It makes you feel good. 

I understand you’ve had a few country artists at 
some of your corporate meetings. 
Last year we had Steven Tyler at our general man-
agers meeting and that was pretty special. Before 
Taylor Swift was a superstar she performed at one 
of our group meetings. I’m also on the BMI board 
and attended the BMI awards dinner in Nashville 
last year, which was quite amazing. 

One of the reasons I love this format is the artists. 
They’re down to earth, they’re real people and they 
appreciate radio. Singers in other formats might 
not appreciate radio as much as country artists. 

What’s Beasley’s corporate philosophy in working 
with local stations, both business and program-
ming? How are those decisions handled on a corpo-
rate level as they filter down? How much autonomy 
is there locally?
Local managers and programmers know what our 
goals are, and we provide direction so they can 
achieve those goals. Justin Chase is our VP/Pro-
gramming and he interacts with the PDs to discuss 
research, talent, ratings or promotions. Bruce and 
Brian oversee operations and work very closely with 
Justin. They also work with the Market Managers 
on a day-to-day basis. Everyone works together to 
ensure the goals we have set are being achieved. 

You’ve been Interim CEO for almost five months 
now. What do you have to take into consideration in 
that role that you didn’t have to as EVP/CFO?
From a big picture standpoint, we’ve always had our 
shareholders in mind, striving to deliver positive 
results for them. But today I feel more responsibility 
than ever to our employees. After the Greater Media 
deal closes we will have about 1,500, double what we 
have now. That’s a lot, and I feel personally respon-
sible for and to them. So my attitude has changed 
a little bit in that respect. I have to continue to 
think strategically, looking toward the future, at the 
same time making sure we continue to deliver good 
results for our shareholders. It’s just a matter of 
stepping back and taking a different look at the big 
picture and all the responsibilities that go with that. 

Can you elaborate?
We’re successful as a company because of our 
employees. They work hard and this is their liveli-
hood. I feel a responsibility to them because their 
success is our success. 

I’m also more focused on making sure that, on 
the content side, Justin Chase has the assets he 
needs to deliver great ratings. We all spend a lot of 
time talking, asking if there’s anything we should 
be doing that we are not doing. I want everyone to 
be thinking strategically, not reactively. These are 
a few of the things that probably, nine months ago, 
I might not have been thinking about as much as I 
do today. 

With so many family members in the company, how 
can you tell the difference between board meetings 
and Thanksgiving dinner? Do you have any rules 
about letting business creep into occasions like 
holidays, weddings and birthdays?
(Laughing) Well, first, there aren’t a lot of kids 
around the board meetings. We should have rules 
because undoubtedly every occasion that we get to-
gether, business is discussed – that’s our life, right? 
We grew up in this industry and that’s our passion, 
that’s our love and that’s what we talk about when 
we’re together. We always talk about the business, 
how we can improve it and what we need to do. I 
do have to admit that sometimes the spouses find a 
separate room and just hang out. 

Are the corporate roles very narrowly defined with 
family members, in particular?
The roles are very clearly defined at this point, and 
we all work together as a team. We have a com-
mon interest for our company to succeed and we 
work well together. I’m not going to say we don’t 
disagree, because no one agrees on everything – 
especially siblings. But we’re able to work through 
the disagreements with the common interest of the 
company being successful. 

Judging by the deals you’ve made over the last two 
years, I imagine it’s safe to assume Beasley is bull-
ish on radio, despite there being more competition 
than ever for consumers’ ears.
There is indeed more competition than ever. But 
as long as we stick to the basics and deliver good, 
entertaining, local content, and make sure our 
listeners are able to receive that in the format or 
form they want to receive it, I believe radio has a 
very bright future. CAC

THE INTERVIEW

We’re successful as 
a company because of our 

employees. They work 
hard and this is their 

livelihood. I feel a 
responsibility to them 

because their success is 
our success.
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